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Cellular systems are interference limited in nature. This problem is
further accentuated in upcoming commercial wireless standards, which in-
tend to use all the available spectrum in every cell in the network to improve
peak data rates. This, however, could lead to considerable interference among
neighboring cells, decreasing data rates and causing outages at the cell-edge.
Multicell cooperation offers a solution for reducing the high levels of interfer-
ence. The basic idea is that base stations coordinate transmissions by sharing
user information among themselves via backhaul links. With the backhaul
being bandwidth limited, cooperative strategies that involve the exchange of
only user channel state information (CSI) among base stations offer the best
tradeoff between complexity, backhaul load and performance gains. This dis-
sertation focuses on these partial cooperative techniques, known as coordinated
beamforming in 3GPP LTE Advanced.
vi
In existing frequency division duplex systems, users estimate and feed-
back the CSI of a single channel over a finite-bandwidth feedback link, using
limited feedback techniques. In a multicell cooperative scenario, each user
needs to transmit the CSI of multiple channels using the same feedback link.
This implies that the available feedback bandwidth must be efficiently shared
among different channels to maximize performance gains in the cellular net-
work.
This dissertation develops three different approaches to limited feed-
back in multicell cooperative systems. The first technique, separate quantiza-
tion, involves each channel being fed back individually using a different code-
book. Closed-form expressions are derived to partition adaptively the available
feedback bits, as a function of the signal strengths and delays associated with
each of the multiple channels. The second strategy is known as joint quantiza-
tion, where the CSI of all the channels are quantized together as a composite
vector. It is shown that though this approach yields higher data rates with
smaller feedback requirements than separate quantization, it requires the de-
sign and storage of special codebooks. Finally, predictive joint quantization is
proposed to exploit the temporal correlation of the wireless channel to reduce
feedback requirements significantly as compared to the other two strategies,
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The past few years have witnessed wireless communications become
indispensable to everyday life. Smartphones have revolutionized cellular tele-
phony by providing data connectivity on the go, resulting in unprecedented
levels of data traffic in cellular networks. Achieving higher data rates and
ubiquitous coverage requires overcoming challenges characteristic of wireless
cellular systems. Rapid fluctuations in the received signal strength, referred
to as fading, interference from transmissions in neighboring cells, and limited
spectrum availability are factors that can affect the performance of a wireless
communications link. The effects of fading can be combated by using multiple
antennas at the base station and receiver units. Inter-cell interference arising
due to transmissions on the same frequency, known as co-channel interference
(CCI), can decrease data rates and increase outages in cellular systems. Earlier
developed systems reduce CCI through frequency reuse, where the available
spectrum is split among all the cells in the network. The idea is to geographi-
cally separate cells using the same frequency resources, as shown in Fig. 1.1(a).
Since each cell is allocated only a fraction of the total bandwidth to decrease
CCI, peak data rates that can be obtained are reduced.
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(a) Frequency reuse ratio = 7 (b) Universal frequency reuse
Available bandwidth
Available bandwidth
Figure 1.1: Illustration of a cellular system with (a) frequency reuse ratio = 7
and (b) universal frequency reuse.
Upcoming cellular standards, like the third generation partnership pro-
gram (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE) Advanced [2] and IEEE 802.16m [65]
aim to increase the peak data rates by employing universal frequency reuse, as
shown in Fig. 1.1(b). Reusing frequencies in adjacent cells, however, can lead
to very high levels of CCI. Multicell cooperation is a solution for managing
CCI.
1.1 Multicell Cooperation
In multicell cooperation, base stations coordinate their transmissions to
improve data rates and reduce outages in cellular systems. Known as coordi-
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nated multipoint transmission (CoMP) in the 3GPP LTE Advanced literature,
it involves the exchange of information among base stations using backhaul
communication links, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 for a three-cell system.
Multicell cooperation plays an important role in obtaining the high data
rates promised by next generation wireless cellular systems. Depending on
the transmission technique employed, base stations can exchange control-level
signals, and/or transmit data, and/or user propagation information, known as
channel state information (CSI) [50, 58, 77]. CSI refers to the radio channel
information of the desired or interfering signals and incorporates fading effects.
Knowledge of CSI can enable the transmitter to assign suitable weights to
each of the transmit antennas. This is known as beamforming for single-
stream transmission; the transmitter designs beamforming vectors to adapt
its transmission to overcome the impact of fading, thus increasing received
signal strength and improving link reliability and data rates. In cooperative
systems, base stations can exploit information of the desired and interfering
channels at the users to coordinate transmissions effectively. For example,
if a base station is informed of the CSI of the interference that it causes to
a user in an adjacent cell, it can transmit in a direction orthogonal to the
interfering channel, thereby nulling out the interference it causes to the user.
This strategy is known as inter-cell interference nulling (ICIN) [99].
Successful implementation of multicell cooperation in upcoming cel-
lular systems requires identifying and addressing practical constraints that












Figure 1.2: Base station cooperation for a three-cell system.
[8, 10, 38] plays an important role in obtaining performance gains from co-
operation. While communication links are typically associated with delays
due to signal processing, protocol overhead, scheduling etc. [4, 39, 45, 64, 101],
the backhaul introduces an additional source of delay in multicell cooperative
strategies. This causes the CSI available at base stations via the backhaul to
be outdated, reducing performance gains. The bandwidth of the backhaul link
is another factor that can affect how much data is exchanged between base
stations, which in turn determines the level of cooperation and the data rates
achieved. Backhaul capacity is limited in practice due to the prohibitive expen-
diture involved in establishing high-capacity wired links by network providers
[74, 79, 80]. Most of the literature on base station cooperation assumes ideal
backhaul with zero-delay and no bandwidth restrictions. This dissertation
analyzes the impact of delay on the performance of transmission strategies
that impose reasonable loads on the backhaul by requiring the exchange of
4
only CSI among base stations [73]. These techniques are referred to as partial
cooperation in the remainder of this text and as coordinated beamforming in
3GPP LTE Advanced.
Users in multicell cooperative systems estimate CSI of multiple channels
using orthogonal training sequences from each of the different base stations
[33, 53, 56, 87, 100]. This increases downlink overhead and reduces the potential
performance gains from multicell cooperation. Overhead from CSI estimation
can be reduced by grouping a reasonable number of cooperating cells into a
cluster and cooperating only among base stations in the cluster [100]. This way,
each user has to estimate the CSI of channels from only a few base stations.
Different techniques to manage the overhead resulting from CSI estimation
in the downlink are proposed in [56, 87]. Measurement results in [53] confirm
that coordinated multipoint transmission can yield improvements in the sum-
rate for low to moderate user velocities, where larger coherence times make
frequent CSI estimation unnecessary and reduce downlink overhead.
The availability of CSI at the transmitter(s) is also an important con-
sideration in multicell cooperation. There are two approaches to provide CSI
at base stations. The first is applicable in time division duplex (TDD) systems,
where the principle of reciprocity is used to obtain CSI from the uplink channel.
In frequency division duplex (FDD) systems, however, uplink and downlink
transmissions take place over different frequencies, causing reciprocity to be
invalid. FDD-based multicell cooperative system is, however, being considered
in 3GPP LTE-Advanced for integration with the legacy 3GPP LTE standard
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[2]. The feedback overhead associated with sending back CSI of multiple chan-
nels from each user to the base station could limit performance gains in FDD-
based cooperative systems. This dissertation develops techniques for reducing
the feedback requirements involved with providing base stations with the de-
sired and interfering CSI, which is important for realizing the performance
gains promised by base station cooperation.
The requirement for synchronizing transmissions across the coordinat-
ing base stations is important to manage CCI through cooperation. Asyn-
chronous interference can reduce the data rates obtained [98]. Global position-
ing systems and network synchronization protocols can be used to synchronize
the clocks in different base stations [52]. Most of the existing literature on
base station cooperation assumes synchronization among base stations. This
dissertation also assumes that the network is synchronized perfectly.
1.2 Limited Feedback
In networks that use FDD, the uplink channel used for feeding back
CSI to the base station is finite-bandwidth. Hence, CSI is quantized at the
user terminal using a codebook known at both the transmitter and receiver,
and the index corresponding to the selected codeword is transmitted over
the uplink to the base station. The existing literature on limited feedback
considers single-cell non-cooperative systems, which do not take into account
inter-cell interference (ICI), and hence, require the CSI of only the desired
channel to be fed back over the uplink, as shown in Fig. 1.3(a). This is known
6
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Ch. 1, Ch. 2, Ch. 3
(a) Single-cell non-cooperative system (b) Multicell cooperative system
Figure 1.3: Illustration of limited feedback in (a) single-cell non-cooperative
and (b) multicell cooperative systems.
as limited feedback and is a very well investigated topic for non-cooperative
systems (please refer to [63] and the references within). Unfortunately, results
from single-cell limited feedback [63] are not directly applicable to the multicell
scenario.
While the CSI of only one channel is fed back in the single-cell case,
cooperative strategies require feedback of CSI from multiple base stations over
the uplink, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3(b). Each of the multiple channels might be
associated with different signal strengths and channel statistics. In single-cell
transmission, quantized CSI reaches the base station after experiencing a delay
due to signal processing and propagation [45, 101]. In the multicell cooperative
framework, however, quantized CSI is subject to an additional source of delay
in the backhaul link. The impact of delayed CSI on the performance of (single-
cell) non-cooperative systems [45, 101] has been investigated extensively. The
7
Table 1.1: Comparison between limited CSI feedback for single-cell and coop-
erative systems.
Single-cell systems Cooperative systems
CSI of single channel CSI of multiple channels
Delay in feedback link Delay in feedback and backchaul links
Feedback a single channel Feedback channels with different
signal strengths, statistics, delays
effect of delayed limited feedback on the performance of cooperative systems
has received comparatively less attention. Also, the multiple channels might
suffer from different delays. The differences between single-cell and cooperative
systems are summarized in Table 1.1. Note that most of the literature on
multicell cooperation assumes that full CSI is available at the transmitters.
The performance of multicell cooperative transmission strategies is highly
dependent on the quality of the CSI fed back by the users. Limited feedback
for multicell systems is a topic of ongoing research [9–12, 99]. This disserta-
tion proposes the following three techniques to quantize the CSI of multiple
channels.
1. Separate quantization - In this approach, available feedback bits are
partitioned among the different channels to be fed back. Each channel
is individually quantized using separate codebooks. Feedback bits can
either be allocated equally or partitioned adaptively in proportion to
the signal strengths and delays associated with each of the channels.
Separate quantization allows existing codebooks (for single CSI feedback)
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to be used, making it the most practical solution given the current state-
of-the-art. The disadvantage, however, is that separate quantization
requires higher feedback requirements and yields the least data rates as
compared to the other strategies proposed in this dissertation.
2. Joint quantization - In joint quantization, all the estimated channels
are concatenated to form a net channel vector, which is quantized using
a single codebook. Adaptive inherent biases introduced in quantizing
different parts of the net channel vector with varying resolutions make
this technique different from single-cell limited feedback. While this
strategy yields higher data rates than separate quantization, it requires
the design of special codebooks that can implement the different biases.
3. Predictive quantization - Exploiting the temporal correlation in ra-
dio channels can help significantly decrease the distortion associated
with CSI quantization and reduce feedback requirements. While this
approach yields the highest data rates and least feedback requirements
as compared to the other two strategies, it also requires special codebook
designs and possesses higher complexity.
The three strategies are compared in Table 1.2. This dissertation develops
limited feedback models and techniques, using these three approaches to feed-
back the CSI of multiple channels over a finite-bandwidth link for multicell
base station cooperation.
9
Table 1.2: Comparison of the three approaches for limited CSI feedback for
multicell cooperation.
Feature Data Rates Feedback Ease of
Requirements Implementation
Sep. quant. X X XXX
Joint quant. XX XX XX
Pred. quant. XXX XXX X
1.3 Thesis Statement
Knowledge of high resolution CSI of multiple channels is necessary at
base stations to obtain the high data rates and reduced outages promised by
multicell cooperation.
1.4 Contributions
The contributions of this dissertation can be classified into three cate-
gories - separate, joint, and predictive quantization.
• Separate quantization - Feedback-bit partitioning is motivated by first
considering a single interferer system [9]. Separate quantization is then
considered for the more realistic case of multiple interferers, assuming
delay in communication links [10]. In both instances, feedback bits are
assigned adaptively as a function of signal strengths (and delays, in the
second case) of the channels involved. The contributions in this approach
are listed below.
1. A limited CSI feedback model is proposed for the (single and) mul-
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tiple interferer scenario with delays in the feedback and backhaul
links. In the proposed model, each user feeds back quantized CSI of
the desired and interfering channels to its own base station [9, 10].
The neighboring base stations exchange only the quantized inter-
fering CSI, making the load on the backhaul link manageable.
2. The loss in performance gains due to limited feedback is quantified
by deriving an upper bound on the mean loss in sum-rate in a
multiple-input single-output (MISO) system [9, 10]. The bound is
a function of the number of feedback bits allocated to each of the
channels, the relative strengths, and delays of the channels.
3. A novel feedback-bit partitioning algorithm is presented to allocate
the available feedback bits between the desired and interfering chan-
nels to reduce the mean loss in sum-rate due to limited feedback,
as a function of their relative strengths and delays [9, 10].
4. Simulations verify that the proposed feedback-bit allocation algo-
rithms reduce the mean-loss in sum-rate associated with delayed
limited feedback. It is also shown that adaptively partitioning the
feedback bits yield much better performance than equal-bit alloca-
tion.
• Joint quantization - The CSI of multiple channels is quantized as a net
channel vector in joint quantization [12]. A multiple interferer scenario
is considered with zero-delays associated with the communication links.
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The selection criterion derived in this dissertation quantizes stronger
channels more finely than the weaker ones, thus ensuring that available
feedback resources are efficiently utilized towards reducing the loss in
data rate as a result of limited feedback. The contributions in joint
quantization can be summarized as follows.
1. A limited CSI feedback model is proposed for joint quantization,
where users concatenate the CSI of multiple channels and feed back
the net channel vector using a single codebook.
2. A joint quantization approach is presented for informing the base
station of the error vectors. A selection criterion is derived to
select adaptively appropriate codewords, as a function of the signal
strengths of the channels [12].
3. Simulation results illustrate the potential benefits of jointly quan-
tizing the CSI of multiple channels over separate quantization ap-
proaches.
• Predictive joint quantization - Since the CSI of multiple channels
is required to be fed back in a multicell cooperative system, feedback
requirements are much higher than those in single-cell non-cooperative
systems. In this dissertation, predictive quantization is used to improve
CSI resolution (and thereby, increase data rates) by exploiting the tem-
poral correlation in wireless propagation channels [11]. It is proposed to
concatenate the error vectors between the predicted and actual CSI into
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a net error vector, which is quantized using a single codebook [12].
1. A limited CSI feedback model is proposed for joint predictive quan-
tization, where users predict desired and interfering channels and
feed back the errors between the actual and predicted channels.
Base stations then exchange this information over the backhaul [11].
2. Joint quantization is used for informing the base station of the er-
ror vectors. A selection criterion is derived to select codewords
from a codebook, as a function of the signal strengths and delays
associated with each of the channels. The selection criterion does
not impose any restrictions on the predictor, error estimator, chan-
nel statistics, or even the transmit strategy, implying that it can
be used as a universal selection criterion for joint quantization in
multicell limited CSI feedback [11].
3. A predictor based on subspace-tracking on the Grassmann manifold
is proposed. The feedback overhead associated with feeding back
the norm of the error vectors is eliminated by means of the presented
approach.
4. Simulation results show that joint predictive quantization reduces




The rest of this dissertation is orgarnized as follows. Chapter 2 pro-
vides a brief background on multicell base station cooperation and the feedback
strategies proposed in this dissertation. In Chapter 3, feedback-bit partitioning
is proposed for a single-interferer, zero-delay case using generalized eigenvec-
tor beamforming. In Chapter 4, separate quantization is considered for the
more realistic multiple interferers and finite-delay scenarios, using ICIN as the
cooperative transmit strategy. Joint quantization is introduced in Chapter 5
for a multiple interferer scenario with zero-delay communication links. Pre-
dictive joint quantization is presented in Chapter 6 for the multiple-interferer
and finite-delay multicell system to improve data rates and reduce feedback
requirements considerably. Chapter 7 draws conclusions from the technical
contents of this dissertation and presents directions for future work.
1.6 Notation
In this dissertation, X refers to a matrix and x to a column vector.
XT and Xc denote the transpose and conjugate, respectively. The Hermitian
transpose and pseudo-inverse of X are given by X∗ and X†, respectively. An
identity matrix of size R×R is denoted by IR. E{.} refers to the expectation.
‖x‖ stands for the Frobenius norm of x. Nc(µ, σ2) refers to a complex Gaussian
distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. The nth column X is denoted by
X(:, n). The (m,n)th element in a matrix X is denoted by [X]m,n. C and R
denote the field of all complex and all real numbers, respectively. The angle
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between two vectors, x and y is denoted by θx,y. The cardinality of a set S





This chapter provides a brief background and literature survey on base
station cooperation. Multicell limited feedback is discussed and separate, joint
and predictive quantization are described in more detail.
2.1 Base Station Cooperation
Multicell cooperation entails sharing control signals, user propagation
channel information, and/or transmit data via high-capacity wired backhaul
links to coordinate transmissions [5, 9–12, 17, 24, 46, 50, 54, 58, 59, 68, 69, 74, 77,
79, 80, 82, 83, 95, 97, 99]. Based on the amount of information exchanged be-
tween base stations over the backhaul, base station cooperation can be broadly
classified into the following three categories
1. control-level cooperation,
2. full cooperation, and
3. partial cooperation.
Cooperative strategies that jointly allocate frequency and/or time re-
sources to users in adjacent cells by exchanging control-level information among
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base stations lead to a small load on the backhaul link. For example, dynamic
and fractional frequency reuse [5] and inter-cell scheduling [17] strategies or-
thogonalize user transmissions by assigning different frequency bands of op-
eration and timing cycles, respectively. While these techniques yield higher
sum-rates than static transmission algorithms, they do not utilize all the avail-
able frequency and time resources and do not realize the performance gains
that can be potentially obtained using base station cooperation [17].
Full cooperation (known as joint transmission in the 3GPP LTE lit-
erature) leads to the highest sum-rates at the cost of increased overhead due
to global CSI requirements and the exchange of a greater amount of informa-
tion among base stations, like CSI, transmit data and precoding information.
Dirty paper coding (DPC) was shown theoretically to be the sum-capacity
achieving solution for single [77] and multiple antenna cellular systems [97].
Note that [77] and [97] used sum-power constraints across all base stations.
More realistic per-base and per-antenna power constraints were considered
for DPC in [46] and [95], respectively. Multicell DPC is difficult to imple-
ment in practice due to the complexity involved with successive encoding,
which increases significantly with the number of users [54, 97]. Consequently,
low-complexity strategies were proposed in [50, 97] that include zero-forcing,
minimum mean square error, and null-space decomposition. It was shown in
[50, 97] that though these sub-optimal linear techniques reduce encoding com-
plexity, they still involve the exchange of a large amount of information among
base stations, resulting in a prohibitive load on the finite-capacity backhaul
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links, similar to DPC [50, 80, 97].
Partial cooperative strategies (known as coordinated beamforming in
the 3GPP LTE Advanced literature), where base stations exchange only the
CSI of active users, offer a fair balance between ensuring a reasonable load on
the backhaul links and attaining the performance gains using cooperation [80].
The shared CSI can be used by base stations to design individual precoding
matrices (or beamforming vectors, for single-stream transmission) on site to
transmit exclusively to users within their own cell [9, 12, 24, 58, 59, 68, 69, 99].
Distributed transmit beamforming was investigated in [24], where an itera-
tive algorithm was proposed to minimize transmit power and not necessar-
ily maximize sum-rate. A distributed beamforming approach was studied in
[68, 69] where transmit symbol vectors were designed using linear minimum
mean square error estimation techniques such as iterative forward-backward
and the sum-product Kalman smoothing algorithms. The convergence of these
approaches is, however, not guaranteed. The authors of [58, 59] propose a non-
iterative solution to design precoding matrices for multicell systems, which will
maximize the sum-rates for only a two-cell system at high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), using a per base power constraint.
This dissertation considers partial cooperative strategies such as gen-
eralized eigenvector beamforming (GEBF) [9, 12] for single-interferer systems,
which is based on [58, 59], and inter-cell interference nulling (ICIN) [10, 11, 51,
62, 99] for multiple interferer systems. GEBF and ICIN, introduced in Chap-
ters 3 and 4, respectively, yield reasonable sum rate improvements and require
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Table 2.1: Comparison between different levels of cooperation.
Level Performance gains Backhaul load Complexity
Control-level X X X X X X X
Partial X X X X X X
Full X X X X X
only a small amount of additional backhaul bandwidth for moderate Doppler
spreads [73]. The three levels of cooperation are compared in Table 2.1.
2.2 Limited Feedback for Multicell Cooperation
Full and partial cooperation requires that base stations have the knowl-
edge of CSI experienced at the users [9–12, 24, 46, 50, 54, 58, 59, 68, 69, 74, 77,
79, 80, 82, 83, 95, 97, 99]. Users can estimate CSI through training symbols
transmitted from base stations at regular intervals. As discussed in Section 1.2,
limited feedback techniques are used in FDD systems to make CSI available
at the base stations using finite-bandwidth feedback links. This dissertation
proposes separate, joint, and predictive quantization techniques for multicell
limited feedback.
2.2.1 Separate Quantization
Of the three approaches, separate quantization is the most natural ex-
tension of single-CSI feedback literature, to quantize multiple channels in a
cooperative limited feedback system. Since each channel is quantized indi-
vidually (as shown in Fig. 2.1), existing single-CSI codebook designs can be
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Ch. 1
Ch. 2 Ch. 3
Feedback link
Ch. 1 Ch. 2 Ch. 3
Adaptive
codebook-size
Figure 2.1: Separate CSI quantization for multicell limited feedback.
exploited, making this approach easily adaptable to the current state-of-art.
Equal bit allocation (EBA) is a straightforward solution for separate
quantization, where uplink bandwidth is uniformly partitioned among all the
channels. It can, however, lead to inefficient utilization of the available feed-
back resources. For example, if the interference is very weak and does not
affect the data rate significantly, few or no bits can be assigned to quantize
and feedback the interfering channel. In contrast, if interference is very strong
(at cell-edge), more bits can be assigned to the interfering channel to quantize
it with high resolution and reduce the quantization error associated with mit-
igating interference. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2(a) [9, 10]. Since the uplink
channel in a multicell cooperative system must be used for transmitting the
CSI of multiple channels, efficiently utilizing the available feedback bits is very
important.
Adaptively partitioning feedback bits as a function of the desired and
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(a) Equal-bit allocation
(b) Adaptive feedback-bit partitioning
(i) Strong interferer (more bits) (ii) Weak interferer (fewer bits)
Desired channel
Interfering channel
Figure 2.2: Illustration of two separate quantization approaches (a) equal-bit
allocation and (b) adaptive feedback-bit partitioning.
(a) Small delay 
(or slow-varying channel)
(b) Large delay 
(or fast-varying channel)






Figure 2.3: Impact of delay in communication links: (a) small delay (or slow-
varying channels) and (b) large delay (or fast-varying channels).
interfering channel strengths can efficiently utilize feedback resources. This
allows stronger channels that have a larger impact on the data rate to be
quantized and fed back with a higher resolution than the weaker channels that
do not impact performance as much, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). In addition
to signal strength, feedback bits can also be assigned as a function of the
delays associated with each channel. The impact of delay on the performance
of wireless system is illustrated in Fig. 2.3, assuming a simple interference
nulling strategy. The interference channel is denoted by g[n] at time instant
n. Since information about g[n] reaches the base station after a delay D, the
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beamforming vector at the time instant n + D, f [n + D] is designed so that
|g∗[n]f [n + D]| = 0. If the channel is slowly time varying, then the residual
interference caused by |g∗[n + D]f [n + D]| is small. In contrast, if g[n + D]
is significantly different than g[n], the residual interference, |g∗[n + D]f [n +
D]|, can be large, reducing the signal to interference noise ratio (SINR) and
thus, decreasing the data rate obtained. In techniques like ICIN, residual
interference arising from delayed limited feedback of multiple interferers can
significantly degrade SINR.
It is seen from Fig. 2.3 that if a channel suffers from a large delay, the
beamforming vector will be designed using outdated information. Due to this
reason, quantizing the outdated channel information finely will not decrease
the residual interference. Hence, few or no bits can be allocated to feedback
channels with large delays. In contrast, high resolution CSI for channels with
small delays can help to reduce the associated interference and improve data
rates. This dissertation proposes adaptive separate quantization to distribute
feedback resources among the desired and interfering channels in proportion
to their signal strengths and delays, and utilize feedback bandwidth more
efficiently than equal-bit allocation [9, 10].
Quantizing each channel individually can lead to very large feedback
requirements, as will be shown in Chapters 3 and 4. Further, the data rates
obtained using separate quantization are less than that compared to joint
and predictive limited feedback approaches. Separate quantization, however,
is still an attractive solution for multicell limited feedback since it offers a
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practical and natural extension of the current state-of-the-art, and can exploit
the well-researched single-CSI codebook designs.
2.2.2 Joint Quantization
A fundamental result of vector quantization states that the distortion
resulting from quantizing a vector may be smaller than that arising from quan-
tizing each component separately, even when the entries are statistically in-
dependent [27]. Vector quantization has the ability to exploit linear and non-
linear dependence among the coordinates and hence, has the extra freedom in
choosing the multi-dimensional quantizer cell shapes or Voronoi regions [27].
In the multicell cooperative scenario, this result implies that for a given num-
ber of feedback bits, quantizing the desired and interfering channels’ error
vectors jointly as a composite vector could yield a lower distortion (or, higher
data rate) as compared to separate quantization for the same number of feed-
back bits. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the principle of joint quantization in a three-cell
system. CSI of the three channels is concatenated and quantized using a single
codebook.
In separate quantization, available bandwidth is utilized efficiently by
allocating feedback bits to the desired and interfering channels in proportion to
their signals strengths and delays. In joint quantization, stronger channels are
quantized with finer resolution by introducing a bias in the way that codewords
are selected from the codebook. For example, in Fig. 2.4, if channel 1 (Ch.1)
is stronger than the other two channels, then the codeword is chosen such
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Figure 2.4: Joint CSI quantization for multicell limited feedback.
that the corresponding portion of the concatenated quantization vector is most
closely aligned to Ch.1. Hence, the selection criterion generates a bias towards
choosing the closest alignment to the strongest channels. A selection criterion
is derived in Chapter 5 for joint quantization [12]. Note that this approach
differs from single-CSI feedback, where the selection criterion corresponds to
choosing a codeword that has the smallest angular separation with the single
CSI.
Joint quantization using the selection criterion proposed in this disser-
tation yields larger data rates than when channels are fed back using separate
codebooks. It, however, requires special codebook designs for multiple CSI
transmission. Further, the selection criterion chooses codewords based on the
relative strengths of the different channels, implying that the optimal code-
book designs will vary as a function of the received signal energies. Hence, a




Memory-based vector quantization techniques have received attention
in the literature as efficient limited feedback strategies for slowly-varying sig-
nals [13, 42, 43, 55, 57, 72, 81, 86, 93, 96]. These approaches exploit correlation
in observed data and are applied widely to quantize signals that exhibit high
levels of redundancy, such as voice, images, and videos [27, 31, 32]. Since real-
life wireless propagation channels exhibit temporal correlation, there has been
a considerable amount of research on memory-based limited CSI feedback
[13, 42–44, 55, 57, 72, 81, 86, 93, 96]. Note that Chapters 3, 4, and 5 consider
single-shot memoryless multicell limited feedback, which does not account for
correlation between consecutive samples and can lead to larger distortions.
Predictive vector quantization (PVQ) is a memory-based quantization
technique that has gained popularity for CSI quantization in temporally corre-
lated channels [43, 44, 57, 81, 86, 93]. At every time instant, the channel vector
is predicted at both the user terminal and base station by exploiting channel
characteristics such as statistics and temporal correlation. The user, which can
estimate the actual channel, quantizes the residual error between the estimated
channel vector and predicted channel vector. The error vector is then fed back
to the base station, as shown in Fig. 2.5(a). When there is zero delay associ-
ated with the feedback link, the error vector is added back to the predicted
vector to get a reconstructed estimate of the actual channel at the base station.
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Figure 2.5: Predictive vector quantization for communication links with zero-
delay.
The transmitter structure for PVQ is illustrated in Fig. 2.5(b). In channels
with a high degree of temporal correlation, error vectors typically have small
variances, implying that fewer number of bits can be used for feedback.
The performance of PVQ is dependent on the quality of the predictor
used at the user and base station. Linear and non-linear predictors have been
well researched in the literature [57, 81, 86, 93]. For example, linear vector pre-
dictors are used in [81] and [57] for zero-forcing beamforming in broadcast
channels, and in [93] for minimum mean squared error (MMSE) precoding.
Linear predictors are typically low-complexity compared to their non-linear
counterparts, but result in performance degradation for long-range prediction
[22]. A non-linear Kalman filter approach is used in [86], to predict CSI in a
broadcast channel, by modeling temporally correlated channels as autoregres-
sive (AR) random processes.
A more recent development is predicting CSI on the Grassmann mani-
fold. It was shown in [23] that the normalized MISO channel directions lie on
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a one-dimensional Grammann manifold, under the sum-rate performance met-
ric. In the presence of temporal correlation, the unit-norm and phase-invariant
(channel) vectors form a correlated sequence on the manifold [43, 44, 63, 71].
Grassmannian predictive coding (GPC) was proposed in [43, 44] for a multiuser
system using zero-forcing beamforming. A new signal processing framework
was developed for the locally Euclidean Grassmannian space in [43] and a
linear predictor was derived assuming instantaneous feedback. Delayed GPC,
considered in [44] by optimizing the prediction step size, was shown to yield
improvements in the sum-rates for multiuser systems. GPC exploits the redun-
dancy inherent in temporally correlated channels to reduce feedback require-
ments and yield higher data rates. Prediction via subspace tracking using
particle filerting was explored in [71] for a single-user system.
When there is a non-zero delay associated with communication links,
base stations cannot generate the reconstructed current channel instanta-
neously. Instead, the predicted channel vector can be used for designing
beamforming vectors at the base station. The delayed error vector is used
to reconstruct the past channel and then predict the channel at the current
time instant. Delayed limited feedback for a broadcast channel was considered
in [44] where a predictor was derived using properties of the Grassmann man-
ifold and shown to yield considerable performance improvement as compared
to traditional prediction in the presence of delay. It is to be noted that most
of the existing literature on predictive CSI quantization focusses on single-CSI
limited feedback [43, 44, 57, 81, 86, 93].
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This dissertation develops a PVQ-based limited CSI feedback frame-
work for multicell base station cooperation with multiple interferers and de-
lays in communication links. Error vectors are quantized jointly as a net error
vector, to obtain the benefits of joint quantization in reducing distortion fur-
ther and improving the data rates obtained. A prediction algorithm based on
subspace tracking on the Grassmann manifold is also presented in Chapter 6
[11]. Simulations confirm that the multicell joint PVQ approach developed in
this dissertation reduces feedback requirements significantly in multicell sys-
tems, while yielding data rates that are reasonably close to the full CSI case
even for delayed limited feedback. The primary disadvantage of the proposed
technique, however, is the increased complexity at the base station and user
terminals, which grows as the number of cooperating cells increases [11]. Also,




Separate CSI Feedback for Single Interferer
Systems with No Delay
This chapter motivates separate CSI quantization for multicell cooper-
ative limited feedback, using a single-interferer model with zero-delay commu-
nication links. A feedback-bit partitioning algorithm is proposed to allocate
feedback bits adaptively to the desired and interfering channels, as a function
of the received signal strengths. Simulation results are used to confirm that
the technique reduces the mean loss in sum-rate due to limited feedback and
provides an efficient limited feedback approach for multicell cooperation.
3.1 Overview and Contributions
In [58, 59], the authors propose a partial cooperative strategy to max-
imize the sum-rates for a two-cell system at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
using a per base power constraint. This chapter extends the linear beamform-
ing strategy in [58, 59] to maximize the sum-rates (at high SNR) in a multi-
cell system for the soft handoff model, which considers a linear array of cells
with a single user per cell and one dominant interferer at each user location
[50, 60, 61, 79, 80, 82, 83]. Beamforming vectors are designed using a general-
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ized eigenvector approach by taking into account variations in the desired and
interfering signal strengths. The technique is, hence, referred to as generalized
eigenvector beamforming (GEBF). GEBF is non-iterative in nature and does
not have convergence issues unlike the solutions in other partial-cooperative
beamforming solutions like [68, 69]. Further, it uses explicit per-base power
constraints, in contrast to distributed zero-forcing beamforming in [82]. GEBF
also possesses low-complexity and results in a smaller burden on the backhaul
link, in comparison to the full cooperation strategies in [46, 50, 77, 97], while
yielding reasonable gains in sum-rates.
Most of the existing work on multicell cooperation assumes the avail-
ability of full CSI at the base stations [24, 46, 50, 54, 58–61, 68, 69, 77, 79, 80, 82,
83, 97]. The authors of the two-cell solution in [58, 59] invoke reciprocity to
assume full CSI at transmitters in a TDD system. In FDD systems, however,
finite bandwidth feedback channels are used to feedback quantized CSI to the
base stations using the concept of limited feedback [63]. The fundamental
differences between limited CSI feedback for single-cell non-cooperative and
multicell cooperative systems, highlighted in Table 1.1, make it unclear how
to apply the existing multiuser limited CSI feedback techniques [63, 88, 101] to
multicell systems.
This chapter develops a novel adaptive limited feedback strategy, which
takes into account the difference in signal strengths to distribute feedback bits
among the desired and interfering channels, in a multicell cooperative system,
assuming single-interferer and zero-delay communication links. For analytical
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reasons, the desired and interfering channels are quantized using random vector
quantization (RVQ), i.e. the quantization vectors are independently chosen
from the isotropic distribution on a unit hypersphere [49, 75, 76].
This chapter presents analytical results that will be important to un-
derstand and design multicell limited feedback strategies. The contributions
of this chapter are as follows.
1. Assuming the soft handoff model, a simple limited feedback model is
presented for the multicell cooperative system using GEBF. The model
requires each user to feedback quantized CSI to its own base station.
Adjacent base stations are connected by a backhaul link, which is used
to transfer the quantized CSI of only the interfering channels [9]. Hence,
the requirement of a global high-capacity backhaul link is eliminated and
the load on the backhaul link is manageable.
2. Quantization of CSI can lead to a loss in the sum-rate obtained. This
chapter quantifies the mean loss in sum-rate arising due to CSI quanti-
zation with RVQ by deriving an upper bound. Shown to be a reliable
representation of the mean loss in sum-rate, the upper bound is a func-
tion of the codebook sizes of the desired and interfering CSI, in addition
to the relative strengths of the two channels.
3. A feedback-bit partitioning algorithm is then proposed to minimize the
upper bound on the mean loss in sum-rate. Closed-form expressions
are presented that allocate bits to the desired and interfering CSI as a
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function of the relative strengths of the two signals. This enables efficient
utilization of the available feedback resources [9].
4. Simulation results are presented to show that the proposed adaptive
feedback algorithm yields higher mean sum-rates using GEBF than equal
bit partitioning technique.
Note that the single-interferer, zero-delay assumptions help in understanding
the dependence of the mean sum-rate on the quantization of the desired and in-
terfering channels and their relative strengths. These assumptions are relaxed
in the subsequent chapters.
3.2 System Description
This section describes the system model and the partial cooperative
transmit strategy, GEBF, adopted in this chapter. The limited feedback model
for cooperative multicell systems is also presented.
3.2.1 System Model
The multicell system used in this chapter (shown in Fig. 3.1) is popu-
larly known as the ‘soft handoff model’. First introduced in [82, 83], it was later
used by other authors for analyzing multicell cooperation [50, 60, 61, 79, 80]. A
(possibly finite) linear array of cells is assumed where users are located close to
the cell-edge and hence, are subjected to interference primarily from a single
base station. This model is based on the Wyner model [91], which is known to
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Base Station k Base Station k+1 Base Station k+2
hkgk,k-1 gk,k+1 gk+1,k+2hk+1 hk+2
Backhaul Backhaul
Figure 3.1: Pictorial depiction of the soft handoff model.
capture most real-life effects such as pathloss, fading and intercell interference
while retaining analytical tractability [77, 79, 80, 82, 83]. The backhaul and
feedback links are assumed to be error-free and zero-delay. It is also assumed
that each base station serves a single active user, using intra-cell time division
multiple access (TDMA) or a comparable orthogonal access strategy. This is
a common assumption in multicell cooperative literature due to the popular-
ity of the Wyner model and the analytical tractability afforded by the single
user model [77, 79, 80, 82, 83, 92]. Note that the Wyner model is not accurate
representation of the multicell system [92] and the assumptions will be relaxed
in the subsequent chapters.
The number of cells in the multicell system is denoted by K, where
K goes to infinity for the Wyner model. The kth base station is assumed to
service the kth user, for k = 1, . . . , K. All the base stations are equipped
with Nt antennas each, while each user supports a single receive antenna. The
channel corresponding to the desired signal between the kth base station and
kth user is denoted by hk ∈ CNt×1. The interfering channel between the kth
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user and the (k+1)th base station is given by gk,k+1 ∈ CNt×1. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.1. The solid line represents the desired signal and the dashed line
represents the interfering signal. The symbol transmitted from the kth base
station (to the kth user) is denoted by sk, where the transmit power, E{|sk|2}
is normalized to one. The desired and interfering signal powers at the kth user









k , where αk,k+1 denotes the the interfering to signal
ratio (ISR)1. A similar parameter is used in [50, 82] to model the SNR of the
interfering signal with respect to the received signal. Using the narrowband
flat-fading model and assuming that the channels remain constant over the
codeword transmission, the baseband discrete-time input-output relation for














where yk ∈ C is the received signal at the kth user and fk ∈ CNt×1 is the
beamforming vector at the kth base station. Note that we drop the discrete-
time index for sake of convenience. Finally, vk ∈ C is complex additive zero-
mean white Gaussian noise at the receive antennas, with E{|vk|2} = N0.
1Note that typically αk,` ∈ (0, 6] dB due to the hysteresis effect during handoff [70].
The analysis presented in this dissertation is applicable to hard-handoffs since we assume
that the user receives its desired signal from only one base station at a given time instant.
The proposed results are not directly applicable to soft-handoff, which is a form of joint
transmission.
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is the average received SNR of the desired signal,
which is independent of the beamforming vectors. It is popularly assumed in
the literature that base stations have perfect knowledge of ρk,(d) [18, 41, 78].
This assumption is justified since cellular standards like 3GPP LTE [3] and
HSDPA [2] require users to periodically transmit ‘channel quality indicators’,
in the form of SNR (or SINR) measures to the respective base stations for
scheduling and adaptive modulation and coding purposes. Also, it was shown
in [41] that SNR quantization does not effect the sum-rates of a single-cell
multiuser MIMO system signicantly. Hence, we assume that the base stations
have perfect knowledge of the SNR.




log2 (1 + SINRk) . (3.2)
It is evident that the design of the beamforming vectors {fk}Kk=1 influences
the sum-rate of the multicell system. The dependence of SINRk on both, fk
and fk+1 (as given in (3.1)) implies that a joint optimization across all the
active users is required to maximize the sum-rate. In this chapter, we use a
high SINR approximation to remove this interdependency of users and thereby
avoid an explicit joint maximization.
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3.2.2 Generalized Eigenvector Beamforming
It can be shown that log(1 + SINR) = log(SINR) + O(1/SINR). Since
O(1/SINR) → 0 as SINR increases, log(1 + SINR) ≈ log(SINR) at high SINR.










Thus, maximizing the sum-rate, Rs, at high SINR involves maximizing the
product of the SINRs. We would like to emphasize that GEBF is strictly
sub-optimal at low SINR since log(1 + SINR) = O(SINR) → 0 for SINR → 0,
invalidating the high SINR approximation used in (3.3). Using GEBF, the










s.t.‖fk‖2 = 1, k = 1, . . . ,K . (3.4)
Taking advantage of the commutativity of the multiplication operation, the










s.t. ‖fk‖2 = 1, k = 1, . . . ,K, (3.5)
for the soft handoff model. In the single interferer case, the kth base station
has knowledge of both hk and gk−1,k (obtained from the (k− 1)th base station
using the backhaul link) and can ‘locally’ maximize (3.5). Thus, the high
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SINR approximation is used to reduce the global optimization in (3.4) to a
local maximization problem in (3.5), without universal CSI knowledge [9].
Now, (3.5) deals with maximizing a function consisting of K indepen-
dent variables, {fk}Kk=1. The optimal linear beamforming vector, fk,opt, is the
solution to





where Rhk = hkh
∗
k and Rgk−1,k = ρk−1,(i)gk−1,kg
∗
k−1,k + INt . The expression in
(3.6) is the well known generalized Rayleigh quotient [14]. Note that Rgk−1,k is




INt)x > 0, for all x 6= 0. Since Rhk and Rgk−1,k are Hermitian, the solution to
(3.6) is given by the generalized eigenvalue decomposition:
Rhkf = λkRgk−1,kf , (3.7)
where λk denotes the eigenvalues of R
−1
gk−1,k
Rhk [16]. Due to the rank deficient
nature of Rhk(= hkh
∗
k), there exists only one non-zero eigenvalue. The solution
to (3.6) will then be equal to the generalized eigenvector corresponding to
the non-zero (maximum) eigenvalue. Note that there can be infinitely many
solutions to (3.6) since fk,opt is invariant to an angular rotation, θ [9].
While (3.7) can be used to maximize the sum-rate for an infinite linear
array (in Fig. 3.1), it can also be used for a finite cellular array by accounting
for edge effects and using (3.7) for k = 2, . . . , K. The base station in the first
cell of the array does not cause interference, implying that optimal beamform-



























Figure 3.2: The limited feedback model to feedback quantized CSI of the
desired and interfering channels using two separate codebooks.
Hence, (3.7) can be used for any K, while the solution in [58, 59] maximizes
sum-rates at high SINR for only K = 2.
3.2.3 Limited Feedback Model
The limited feedback model for the multicell setup in Section 3.2.1 is
described in Fig. 4.2. It is assumed that the kth user can perfectly estimate the
desired and interfering channels, hk and gk,k+1, using separate training symbols
from the kth and (k+ 1)th base stations, respectively. For the single-interferer
soft handoff model, the kth receiver uses Bk,(d) and Bk,(i) bits to feed back
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quantized versions of hk and gk,k+1, respectively, where Bk,(d) + Bk,(i) = Btot
is fixed. Note that Bk,(d) and Bk,(i) will depend on the relative strengths of
the interfering and desired signals, i.e. αk,k+1. For example, when αk,k+1 → 0,
the contribution of the desired channel towards the SINR is greater than that
of the interfering channel and it is more important to reduce the loss due to
quantization of hk as compared to that due to gk,k+1. This can be done by
setting Bk,(d) ≈ Btot. Hence, hk and gk,k+1 are quantized using two separate
codebooks of (variable) sizes 2Bk,(d) (denoted by Wk,(d))) and 2
Bk,(i) (given by
Wk,(i)), respectively [9].
As codebook design for multicell systems is a topic of ongoing research,
we use RVQ for channel quantization to facilitate analysis. If we use Bk,(d)
(or Bk,(i)) bits for feedback, then each of the 2
Bk,(d) (2Bk,(i)) codebook vectors
is independently chosen from the isotropic distribution on the Nt dimensional
unit sphere [75, 76]. The unit-norm desired and interfering channel directions
are given by h̃k = hk/‖hk‖ (g̃k,k+1 = gk,k+1/‖gk,k+1‖). The quantized vectors
for h̃k and g̃k,k+1, given by ĥk and ĝk,k+1, respectively, are mapped to codebook
entries with the smallest angular separations, using
ĥk = arg max
w∈Wk,(d)







ĝk,k+1 = arg max
w∈Wk,(i)







The kth base station has information about both ĥk and ĝk,k+1 and uses the
backhaul link to inform the (k+1)th base station about the interfering channel.
Thus, each base station has knowledge of not only its own desired channel,
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Table 3.1: Notation
Symbol What it stands for
K Number of cooperating cells in the system
hk Desired channel between k
th user and kth base station
gk,` Desired channel between k
th user and `th base station
fk Unit-norm beamforming vector at the k
th base station
ρk,(d) Desired signal SNR at the k
th user
αk,` Interference to signal ratio at k
th user from the `th base station
h̃k Unit-norm channel direction between k
th user and kth base station
g̃k,` Unit-norm channel direction between k
th user and `th base station
ĥk Unit-norm quantization vector for h̃k
ĝk,` Unit-norm quantization vector for g̃k,`
but also of the interference that it is causing to the user in the adjacent cell.
A summary of the system model-related notation is given in Table 3.1. Note
that subsequent chapters use the same notation.
3.3 Impact of Limited Feedback
The kth base station computes the beamforming vector at the kth base
station, f̂k, using ĥk and ĝk−1,k, as the generalized eigenvector satisfying
Rĥk f̂k = λkRĝk−1,k f̂k
where Rĥk = ‖hk‖
2ĥkĥ
∗
k and Rĝk−1,k = ρk−1,(i)‖gk−1,k‖2ĝk−1,kĝ∗k−1,k+INt . Note
that ‖hk‖2 can be absorbed as a constant into λk. Hence, the kth base sta-
tion only requires the channel gain information of the interfering channel, i.e.
‖gk−1,k‖. Since ‖gk−1,k‖ is a scalar and can be quantized easily, in this chapter,
we concentrate on quantizing the channel directions, and use simulations to
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show that for Nt = 2, one bit of feedback for the channel norm is sufficient
to achieve data rates that are very close to the full CSI case. Note that most
of the literature on multiuser MIMO assumes that base stations have perfect
knowledge of the channel gains [18, 41, 78]. To the best of our knowledge,
quantizing channel gain has not been investigated for multicell systems.
Quantization of CSI leads to a loss in the sum-rate. In this chapter,
we develop a feedback-bit partitioning strategy to reduce the mean loss in
sum-rate given by [9]














αk−1,k|g∗k−1,k f̂k|2 + 1ρk,(d)
 , (3.8)
where Rs,full is given in (3.5) and Rs,LF is the sum-rate using limited feedback.
Also, fk,full corresponds to the full CSI beamforming vector (from (3.7)).
3.4 Feedback Bit Partitioning
Generalized eigenvector beamforming requires both the desired and in-
terfering CSI at the base station. As the number of available feedback bits,
Btot is fixed, it is possible that allocating feedback bits between the desired
and interfering channels can further improve the limited feedback sum-rate.
In this section, we propose a feedback-bit allocation strategy to numerically
evaluate the number of bits required to quantize the desired and interfering
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channels using RVQ, denoted by Bk,(d) and Bk,(i), respectively. We model
all the channels by the Rayleigh fading model, where each entry is a zero-
mean unit-variance complex Gaussian independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variable according to Nc(0, 1). While it is recognized that
Rayleigh fading does not model realistic propagation channels accurately, we
use the i.i.d. assumption to obtain closed-form expressions of the mean loss in
sum-rate and feedback-bit partitioning algorithms.
Maximizing the mean sum-rate at high SINR using GEBF with limited



























for the case of a single interferer (the soft handoff model). The mean loss in
sum-rate can be viewed to be a contribution of two terms, Rk,(d) and Rk,(i),
corresponding to the mean loss resulting from quantizing the desired and inter-
fering channels, respectively. Note that Rk,(d) and Rk,(i) depend only on Bk,(d)
and Bk,(i), respectively, and are independent of Rl,(d) and Rl,(i), for k 6= l.
Therefore, minimizing (3.9) is equivalent to minimizing ∆k = Rk,(d) + Rk,(i)
for each k. Since obtaining a closed form expression for (3.9) is complicated,
we derive an upper bound for E{∆Rs} in terms of bounds on Rk,(d) and Rk,(i)
[9]. The following proposition presents an upper bound on Rk,(d).
Proposition 3.4.1. The upper bound on the mean loss in sum-rate due to
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Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 3.7.1.
Proposition 3.4.1 relates the mean loss in sum-rate to the mean error
due to the desired channel quantization. The following two lemmas are used
to simplify the expression in Proposition 3.4.1 [9]. Let H denote the set of all
unit-norm channel directions, h̃.




























Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 3.7.2.














expressed as the sum of beta functions, as shown by Lemma 3.4.3.
Lemma 3.4.3. The contribution of the desired channel delay and quantization






































Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 3.7.3.
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It is intuitive that larger Nt will result in a larger quantization error, for fixed
Bk,(d). This is verified through (3.10), where the sum of the beta functions in
will increase with Nt for a fixed Bk,(d). Proposition 3.4.1 and Lemmas 3.4.2-
3.4.3 translate this increase in quantization error to the loss in mean sum-rate.
We now present an upper bound on Rk,(i) in Proposition 3.4.4.
Proposition 3.4.4. The upper bound on the mean loss in sum-rate due to
















Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 3.7.4.
Using Stirling’s approximation, β(a, b) ≈ Γ(b)a−b, when a is large and b














Nt−1 . As Bk,(i) increases, 2
Bk,(i)
−Nt
Nt−1 → 0, im-
plying that the contribution of Rk,(i) to mean loss in sum-rate approaches zero
[9]. This makes intuitive sense. Using Propositions 3.4.1 and 3.4.4, E{∆Rs}
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= 1/(2Bk,(i)(2Bk,(i) + 1))










+ 2−Bk,(d) log2(e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆̃k
. (3.13)
For simplicity, we denote the right hand side of expression (3.13) by ∆̃k. Treat-
ing Bk,(d) as a real number, we first show in Theorem 3.4.5 that ∆̃k is convex
in Bk,(d) ∈ [0, Btot], and then use the result to compute the optimum number
of desired and interfering feedback bits for the soft handoff model.
Theorem 3.4.5. The minimum value of the upper bound, ∆̃k in (3.13), is
obtained at Bk,(d) equal to
Bk,(d)
real = Btot − log2
(






real ∈ [0, Btot] is a real number.
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Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 3.7.5.
Since ρk,(i) = ρk,(d)αk,k+1, it is clear from Theorem 3.4.5 that Bk,(d)
real is
a function of ρk,(d), αk,k+1, and Btot. As ρk,(i) increases, more bits are assigned
to quantize the interfering channel to mitigate the strong interference. In
contrast, when ρk,(d) is small, most of the bits are assigned to the desired
channel. This is understandable at low SNR regimes, where the objective of
GEBF is to first increase the desired signal strength, since the interfering signal
is weak as well (note that ρk,(i) ≤ ρk,(d)). When the interfering signal has zero
power or there is no interferer transmitting, i.e. αk,k+1 = 0, Bk,(d)
real = Btot.
In the absence of interference, it is evident that the strength of the received
signal, ρk,(d) does not affect the bits allocated. Thus, the bit partitioning
algorithm presented in Theorem 3.4.5 makes intuitive sense.
Since the minimization in Theorem 3.4.5 is over the set of real values,
Bk,(d)
real is not necessarily an interger. Since the upper bound ∆̃k is convex in
Bk,(d)
real, we only need to consider the ceiling and floor of Bk,(d)
real (denoted
by bBk,(d)realc and dBk,(d)reale, respectively) to find the optimal number of bits
to minimize ∆̃k [28, 67].
Corollary 3.4.6. The optimum number of desired and interfering feedback
bits are given by Bk,(d)
opt and Bk,(i)
opt = Btot − Bk,(d)opt respectively, where
Bk,(d)
opt is either bBk,(d)realc or dBk,(d)reale.
Note from Theorem 3.4.5 and Corollary 3.4.6 that the proposed adap-
tive bit-partitioning is a function of Btot and the interfering signal strength
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received at the user, ρk,(i), and does not depend on the instantaneous channel
realizations. This implies that users do not have to feedback the bit-partitions
to the base station for every channel instant. Further, base stations have infor-
mation about ρk,(i) through the channel quality indicator feedback [2, 3]. Since
Btot is fixed, the bit assignments for users can be computed at the transmitter
side without any significant additional feedback overhead requirements.
3.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we show that the proposed feedback-bit allocation strat-
egy reduces the mean loss in data rate due to quantization. Simulations are also
used to verify that the partitioning of feedback bits between the desired and
interfering channels proposed in Theorem 3.4.5 and Corollary 3.4.6 matches
numerical results for the soft handoff model using a linear array of cells. Unless
otherwise stated, we assume that all K users have the same received desired
and interfering signal strengths, i.e., ρk,(d) = ρ(d) and αk = α, for all k, for
simplicity. We provide simulation results for the asymmetric case at the end
of this section.
The upper bound on the mean loss in sum-rate (in (3.13)) was derived
by assuming that the number of bits available for both the desired and in-
terfering channels are large enough to ignore quantization errors. In Fig. 3.3,
we plot the actual mean data rate per cell and the lower bound obtained us-
ing (3.13). It is seen that for ρ(d) = 10 dB, Btot = 10, K = Nt = 2 and
α = {0.1, 1}, the maxima of the actual mean data rate and the lower bound
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Actual mean data rate
Lower bound on mean data rate
Full CSI mean data rate
α  = 0.1
α  = 1
Figure 3.3: Per-cell data rate for α = {0.1, 1}, Nt = K = 2, ρ(d) = 10 dB and
Btot = 10.
are reasonably close and more importantly, occur at the same value of Bk,(d).
Hence, partitioning adaptively the feedback bits, as a function of the location
of the mobile terminal (α), is an effective method to increase the sum-rates
obtained in limited feedback systems. This implies that the upper bound de-
rived in (3.13) can be used to evaluate the number of quantization bits needed
to minimize the mean sum-rate loss, for the setup considered in the chapter.
Further, Fig. 3.3 clearly demonstrates the concavity of the lower bound on the
per-cell data rate, thereby illustrating the convexity of the upper bound in
(3.13).
Next, we present simulation results to show that GEBF with the pro-
posed feedback-bit partitioning algorithm outperforms non-cooperative eigen-
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GEBF, Btot = 6
IN, Btot = 6
EBF, Btot = 6
Figure 3.4: Comparison of the mean per cell data rate obtained using the
proposed beamforming strategy, non-cooperative eigenbeamforming and (co-
operative) interference nulling, for ρ(d) = 10 dB, Nt = K = 2 and Btot = 6.
beamforming (EBF) and multicell interference nulling (IN) beamforming strate-
gies with limited CSI feedback. In EBF, each base station transmits in a non-
cooperative manner by ignoring the co-channel interference from neighboring
base stations, as in the case of single-cell single-user beamforming [66]. For
MIMO systems, the beamforming vector is chosen to be the eigenvector cor-
responding to the maximum eigenvalue of the MIMO channel. For a MISO



































Figure 3.5: Comparison of the mean per-cell data rates obtained using GEBF
for α = {0.001, 0.1, 1} as a function of Btot, for ρ(d) = 10 dB, Nt = K = 2.
The intercell interference nulling approach in [99] requires that |g∗k−1,kf INk |2 = 0,
where (f INk )














Since EBF is non-cooperative, Bk,(d)
EBF = Btot, whereas for intercell inter-
ference nulling approach, Bk,(d)
IN = Bk,(i)
IN = Btot/2 is assumed. Fig. 3.4
shows the sum-rates that can be obtained using the three transmission strate-
gies for a two-cell (two-user) scenario with Btot = 6 and ρ(d) = 10 dB and
K = Nt = 2. Fig. 3.4 helps to illustrate that the proposed limited feed-
back algorithm with GEBF yields higher sum-rates than those obtained with
other transmission strategies like eigen-beamforming and interference nulling.
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Figure 3.6: (Bd, Bi) partitioning for ρ(d) = 10 dBW, Nt = K = 2 and Btot = 8.
The sum-rates obtained using the proposed bit-partitioning technique as Btot
increases are compared in Fig. 3.5 for Nt = K = 2 and ρ(d) = 10 dB for
α = {0.001, 0.1, 1}. It is seen that the cell-edge users (α→ 1) require a larger
Btot as compared to users in the cell-center (α → 0). This is due to the re-
quirement of cell-edge users to quantize the interfering channel (in addition
to the desired channel) with a sufficiently high resolution. In contrast, users
in the cell-center that have weak interfering signals have to only ensure that
the desired channel is allocated sufficient number of feedback bits. Hence, the
feedback-bits, Btot can be varied adaptively as a function of the user location
within the cell to yield a given sum-rate.
In Fig. 3.6, we show the variation in the number of bits allocated to the
desired and interfering channels as a function of the interfering to desired signal
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Full CSI + Full CGI
Full CSI + Quant CGI
Quant CSI + Quant CGI
Quant CSI + Full CGI
Figure 3.7: Impact of CGI quantization for ρ(d) = 10 dBW, α = 0 dB, Nt =
K = 2, and Btot = 6.
ratio, given by α̃ = 10 log10(α) dB. In Fig. 3.6, for K = Nt = 2 and ρ(d) = 10
dBW, we can see that when the difference in path-loss is greater than 37 dB,
(Bk,(d), Bk,(i)) = (8, 0). As the path-loss difference decreases, Bk,(d) reduces and
Bk,(i) increases, due to an increasing need to quantize the interfering channel
with greater resolution. When both the desired and interfering channels have
the same signal strength, it is seen that (Bk,(d), Bk,(i)) = (2, 6), i.e. reducing
the interfering signal strength is ‘more important’ to maximize the sum-rate
than increasing the desired signal strength. Note that these results are valid
for the soft handoff model, which assumes a single interferer to each user. In
Fig. 3.7, we use the Lloyd algorithm [27] to show that channel gain quantization
(CGI) has a very small impact on the overall mean data rate. In particular,
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Bd = Bi = Btot /2, GEBF
Bd = Bi = Btot /2, IN
Bd = Btot , EBF
Figure 3.8: Average data rate in a cell as a function of the received desired
signal power for Nt = K = 2 and Btot = 6.
for a K = Nt = 2 system with ρ(d) = 10 dBW, α = 0 dB, and Btot = 6,
quantizing the interfering channel gain with one bit is sufficient. The reason
is that the quantization error in the channel gain does not significantly affect
the beamformer design, unless the gain registered is an extreme value that is
>> 1/ρ(d). Since this happens with a low probability, the mean data rate is
not drastically influenced by the channel gain quantization.
Finally, we consider the case where the users are randomly located in
their cells and have different interfering to desired signal ratios, i.e. α̃k 6=
α̃l, k 6= l. Hence, the users can have different feedback bit allocations. The
performance of the proposed feedback-bit allocation strategy with GEBF can
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be examined for the asymmetric scenario by evaluating the average data-rate
in a cell, where the average is taken over all possible user locations in the
cell. Assuming Btot = 6 at each user, we consider 1000 cells (users) arranged
in a linear fashion, with α̃k uniformly distributed between [−40 dB, 0 dB],
for all k. Adjacent cells cooperate by sharing the interfering channel CSI
to compute the bit partitions for each user independently. In Fig. 3.8, it
is seen that the average data-rate in a cell using the proposed feedback-bit
allocation strategy is reasonably close to that obtained using GEBF with full
CSI. We also show that the data rate obtained using equal bit partitioning in
GEBF, i.e. Bk,(d) = Bk,(i) = Btot/2 for all k is less than that obtained using
the proposed bit allocation, especially for larger ρ(d). This makes intuitive
sense as the equal bit allocation does not reduce the quantization error, which
grows with larger ρ(d), while the proposed strategy allocates bit adaptively to
minimize the overall impact of quantization error. We also plot the average
data rates obtained using the non-cooperative eigenbeamforming and multicell
interference nulling approaches with limited feedback. The proposed feedback-
bit strategy with GEBF outperforms both, EBF and IN, especially at larger
values of ρ(d). Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed limited feedback
strategy is effective for the soft handoff multicell model using GEBF.
3.6 Conclusion
We first presented a beamforming strategy that uses cooperation among
base stations in a multicell MISO system to maximize the sum-rate at high
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SINR for the soft handoff model. For the limited feedback scenario, we pre-
sented a feedback-bit allocation strategy to reduce the mean loss in sum-rate
caused due to quantization using RVQ. The proposed technique relies on the
relative strength between the desired and interfering signals within the cell to
allocate bits adaptively to each of the two channels, assuming a single inter-
ferer. A closed form expression for the number of feedback bits was derived.
The average data rate in a cell using the feedback-bit allocation strategy was
also shown to reasonably close to the full CSI case for the soft handoff model,
verifying that the proposed multicell limited feedback algorithm reduces the
mean loss in sum-rates due to CSI quantization.
3.7 Appendix
3.7.1 Proof of Proposition 3.4.1
Dropping the index k for the sake of convenience, the first term of (3.9),

















Now, since |h∗ffull| ∈ [0, 1], and |h∗f̂ | ∈ [0, 1], we can safely assume that the
angles θh̃c,f̂ , θĥc,f̂ ∈ [0, π/2]. Using the triangle inequality for angles [90], we
write
θh̃c,f̂ ≤ θh̃c,ĥc + θĥc,f̂ ,
= θh̃,ĥ + θĥc,f̂ , (3.15)
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where (3.16) is obtained by understanding that as the number of quantization
bits increase, θh̃,ĥ and hence O(θh̃,ĥ) → 0. This small quantization error
approximation is often used in the literature on RVQ for analytical purposes
[102].

































3.7.2 Proof of Lemma 3.4.2















































































ln(ν)νj−1dν in (3.20). Finally, (3.22) is given in [30].
3.7.3 Proof of Lemma 3.4.3











































1−x ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , 2
Bk,(d) and x ∈ [0, 1], we exchange the integrand








































































(−xM)i = (1 − xM)2
Bk,(d)
























































where u = xM . Note that the expression in (3.24) is that of a beta function
with parameters given by k+1
M
























3.7.4 Proof of Proposition 3.4.4
Dropping the index k (and (k − 1)) for the sake of convenience, the










log2(ρ(d)α|g∗f̂ |2 + 1)
}
≤ log2(1 + ρ(d)αE{|g∗f̂ |2}) (3.25)
= log2(1 + ρ(d)αE{‖g‖2}E{|g̃∗f̂ |2}) (3.26)
= log2(1 + ρ(d)αNtE{|g̃∗f̂ |2}) . (3.27)
Here, (3.25) is obtained from Jensen’s inequality. In (3.26) and (3.27), we use
the relations g = ‖g‖2g̃ and E{‖g‖2} = Nt, respectively.
Now, the triangle inequality for angles is rewritten as [90],
θg̃c,f̂ ≥ |θg̃c,ĝc − θĝc,f̂ |,
= |θg̃,ĝ − θĝc,f̂ |,
since the angles are all positive and lie between [0, π/2].
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Using trigonometry, sin2(θg̃c,f̂ ) is lower-bounded by
sin2(θg̃c,f̂ ) ≥
[














− cos(θg̃,ĝ) sin(θĝc,f̂ )
]2
(3.30)
= cos2(θg̃,ĝ)(1− sin2(θĝc,f̂ )) (3.31)
= cos2(θg̃,ĝ)(1− O(θ2ĝc,f̂ )) (3.32)
≈ cos2(θg̃,ĝ) (3.33)
where (3.28) is obtained from the relations sin2(|θ|) = sin2(θ) and sin(A−B) =
sin(A) cos(B)−sin(B) cos(A). Also, in (3.29) when sufficient quantization bits
are used, θg̃,ĝ and hence O(θg̃,ĝ)→ 0, leading to (3.30). Note also that in (3.31)
and (3.32) θĝc,f̂ → 0, due to the generalized eigenvector relation that minimizes
the value of |ĝ∗f̂ |. This leads to (3.33).
We know that |g̃∗f̂ |2 = cos2(θg̃c,f̂ ). Using (3.33), we have








where (3.34) is obtained from [6].
3.7.5 Proof of Theorem 3.4.5









Note that ∆̃k is continuous and differentiable in Bk,(d). The partial derivative





2Btot−Bk,(d) + 2ρk,(i) + 1
) (
1 + 2Btot−Bk,(d)
) − 2−Bk,(d) . (3.35)





































implying that the condition for convexity stated in this section is satisfied and
∆̃k is convex in Bk,(d). Hence, the value of Bk,(d) that minimizes ∆̃k will be a
global optimal value and is obtained by equating (3.35) to zero. A closed-form
expression for the optimal Bk,(d) is given by
Bk,(d) = Btot − log2
(







Delayed Separate CSI Feedback for Multiple
Interferer Systems
In the previous chapter, we introduced the notion of separate CSI feed-
back, by assuming single interferer multicell cooperative systems with delay-
free communication links. In this chapter, we develop a feedback-bit partition-
ing algorithm for separate CSI quantization for multiple interferer scenarios
with delays in the feedback and backhaul links. Simulations are used to con-
firm that the adaptive strategy proposed outperforms equal-bit allocation and
leads to a more efficient utilization of the available feedback resources.
4.1 Overview and Contributions
The cooperative strategy used in Chapter 3, GEBF, maximizes sum-
rates at high SNR for a single-interferer per user [9, 12]. While the single-
interferer assumption was useful to motivate and understand separate quanti-
zation, it does not model practical wireless systems where users face interfer-
ence from several neighboring base stations. This chapter considers ICIN, a
partial cooperative strategy for multiple interferer scenarios, where each base
station transmits in the null-space of the interference it generates [51, 62, 99].
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It is to be noted that ICIN is a non-iterative solution and involves the exchange
of only CSI over the backhaul.
In multicell cooperative strategies like ICIN, interference is perfectly
nulled out when full CSI is available instantaneously at the base stations
(zero-delay). Realistic wireless communication links are, however, typically
associated with delays arising due to signal processing at the transceivers,
propagation and channel access protocols, which can degrade the data rates
obtained and increase outages in cellular systems [4, 39, 45, 64, 101]. Multi-
cell cooperative strategies are faced with an additional source of delay in the
backhaul links, which causes base stations to receive the CSI of the generated
interference after an extra delay. It is important to consider the impact of the
delays incurred in CSI acquisition at base stations. This chapter deals with
partitioning the available feedback bits adaptively based on not only the signal
strengths but also the delays associated with each of the channels. Towards
this end, a set of effective interferers is defined in this chapter, which includes
only those channels that affect the data rate most significantly. By distributing
feedback resources only among the desired channel and effective interferers in
proportion to their signal strengths and delays, the proposed algorithm utilizes
the feedback bandwidth more efficiently than equal-bit allocation [10]. It is
also shown that designing beamforming vectors by accounting for only the ef-
fective interferers yields higher sum-rates due to an increase in the availability
degrees of freedom.
Since the performance of a multicell cooperative strategy depends strongly
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on the quality of CSI at the base stations, it is important to investigate the im-
pact of delayed limited feedback on multicell systems. The extensive literature
on the effect of delay on the performance of single-cell non-cooperative systems
cannot be directly applied to the multicell case, since the multiple channels
in the cooperative scenario may suffer from different delays. Further, the in-
terfering channels suffer from an additional source of delay in the backhaul
link. This chapter uses background from Chapter 3 to develop a framework
for limited feedback in multicell cooperative systems with multiple interfer-
ers and non-zero delays. The impact of delayed limited feedback in multicell
cooperative systems using ICIN is quantified and a feedback-bit partitioning
algorithm is presented to reduce the resulting mean loss in sum-rate [10].
The contributions of this chapter are as follows.
1. A limited feedback model is presented for a multicell cooperative sce-
nario, with multiple interferers and delay in feedback and backhaul links.
Similar to the limited feedback model in Chapter 3, each user is assumed
to estimate and feedback quantized versions of the desired and interfer-
ing channels to its own base station. The backhaul link is then used to
inform each neighboring base station of the interference that it is caus-
ing. Thus, exchanging only the interfering CSI ensures that the load on
the backhaul link is manageable.
2. A set of effective interferers is defined, which consists of a subset of
interferers that are strong enough and/or have small delays to affect the
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sum-rate [10]. The idea is that feedback bits will only be partitioned
among the desired channel and the effective interferers, since the other
interfering channels are too weak and/or have large delays to reduce the
data rate.
3. Assuming that feedback bits are only partitioned among the desired and
effective interfering channels, the mean loss in sum-rate arising due to
delayed limited feedback is quantified by means of an upper bound. The
bound is a function of the relative signal strengths, delays, and codebook
sizes of the desired and interfering CSI.
4. Feedback-bit partitions are then derived to assign available feedback bits
between the desired and interfering channels to reduce the mean loss in
sum-rate, using the upper bound derived [10]. The expressions confirm
that the mean sum-rate can be increased by allocating bits in a water-
filling fashion, i.e. strong channels with smaller delays are assigned more
bits than the weaker ones with larger delays.
5. Finally, simulation results are presented to show that the proposed adap-
tive feedback algorithm yields higher mean sum-rates using ICIN than
equal bit partitioning technique.
4.2 System Description
This section briefly summarizes the notation introduced in Section 3.2.1
(and Table 3.1) and presents some chapter-specific terminology. The temporal
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Figure 4.1: Multicell cooperative model described in Section 4.2.
correlation channel model is then described, followed by the multicell cooper-
ative transmit strategy and the limited feedback setup.
4.2.1 System Model
The cellular system adopted in this chapter is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
The solid line with an arrow represents the desired signal, while the dashed
lines denote the interfering signals. The solid line between base stations rep-
resents the backhaul links connecting base stations. Similar to Chapter 3, a
single active user in each of the K cells is assumed, using intra-cell TDMA
or a comparable orthogonal access strategy. Each base station and mobile
terminal is equipped with Nt and 1 antennas, respectively. The notation in
Table 3.1 is also followed in this chapter. At the nth time instant, hk[n]
refers to the desired channel between the kth user and base stations and gk,`[n]
is the interfering channel between the kth user and the `th base station for
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k, ` ∈ {1, . . . , K}, k 6= `. In this chapter, we model the desired and interfering
channels by the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading model, where each entry is unit variance
complex Gaussian independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according
to Nc(0, 1). While it is recognized that the Rayleigh fading model does not
model realistic propagation channels accurately, we use the i.i.d. Gaussian
assumption to facilitate the limited feedback analysis.
The symbol transmitted from the kth base station (intended for the
kth user) is denoted by sk, where E{|sk|2} = 1. Each user is assumed to
face interference from K−1 neighboring base stations, each transmitting with
energy Es. At the k
th user, the received desired signal power is denoted by γk
and the power of the interfering signal from base station ` is given by γk,`. The
ISR of the `th interferer to the kth user by αk,` = γk,`/γk, where ` = 1, . . . , K,
` 6= k. Using the narrowband flat-fading model, the baseband discrete-time












k,`[n]f`[n]s`[n] + vk[n], (4.1)
where yk[n] ∈ C is the received signal at the kth user and fk[n] ∈ CNt×1 is the
unit-norm beamforming vector at the kth base station, at the nth time instant.
Finally, vk[n] ∈ C is complex additive zero-mean white Gaussian noise at the
kth user, with E{|vk|2} = N0. We denote the received desired and interfering
signal to noise ratios (SNR) as ρk = γk/N0 and αk,`ρk, respectively. As in
Chapter 3, base stations are assumed to have perfect knowledge of ρk.
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log2 (1 + SINRk[n]) .
The sum-rate, hence, depends on beamforming vectors fk[n], which are de-
signed using quantized and delayed channel state information. Note that in
the remainder of this chapter, we assume that k 6= ` unless otherwise men-
tioned.
4.2.2 Limited Feedback Model
The channel directions, denoted by h̃k[n] := hk[n]/‖hk[n]‖ and g̃k,`[n] :=
gk,`[n]/‖gk,`[n]‖, are quantized to the unit-norm vectors given by ĥk[n] and
ĝk,`[n], respectively, at the k
th user in the nth time instant. Using ICIN, the
cooperative strategy used in this chapter, beamforming vectors are designed to
lie in the null space of the interfering channel directions. Since base stations do
not require knowledge of the channel gains, users feedback only the estimated
channel directions. The limited feedback model is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
We assume that each user can utilize Btot bits for feedback, and that





Bk,` = Btot. This approach of splitting available feedback bits












Figure 4.2: The limited feedback model, described in Section 4.2.2, to feed-
back quantized CSI of the desired and interfering channels. The quantizing
operation is denoted by Q.
associated with quantizing h̃k[n] (to ĥk[n]) and feeding back ĥk[n] to the k
th
base station is denoted by Dk. The k
th user also quantizes the interfering
channels, g̃k,`[n] to ĝk,`[n] and feeds back ĝk,`[n] to the k
th base station, which
then transmits ĝk,`[n] to the `
th base station over the backhaul link, incurring
a delay of Dk,`, where ` = 1, . . . , K. Hence, at the time instant n, the k
th base
station has knowledge of h̃k[n−Dk] and g̃`,k[n−D`,k], for all ` 6= k [10].
In this chapter, we assume that the delays, Dk and Dk,`, are known
at the base station and users. This is reasonable since delays in the feedback
and backhaul link can be measured using training signals, assuming perfect
synchronization between the transmitter(s) and receiver(s). Note that Dk,` ≥
Dk, since Dk,` includes exchange of CSI over the backhaul link, in addition to
limited feedback from the kth user.
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4.2.3 Gauss-Markov Model for CSI Delay
The presence of delay in the system leads to a loss in the sum-rate,
which can be evaluated by understanding the relation between the current and
delayed CSI. In this chapter, the Gauss-Markov block fading autoregressive
model is used to characterize the relation between hk[n] (gk,`[n]) and hk[n−Dk]
(gk,`[n−Dk,`]). It has been shown in the literature [34, 85, 89] that the Gauss-
Markov autoregressive model is reasonably accurate for relatively small delays
in the communication links. Hence, it has been widely used in research to
model the effect of delay on the performance of wireless systems using limited
feedback [39, 45, 64, 101]. Further, as mentioned in [101], the Gauss-Markov
model can also be used to model the impact of imperfect CSI at the transmitter
due to estimation errors. By assuming that hk[n] and gk,`[n] are constant
throughout the codeword transmission, the current and delayed CSI are related
by
hk[n] = ηkhk[n−Dk] +
√
1− η2kwhk [n], and (4.3)
gk,`[n] = ηk,`gk,`[n−Dk,`] +
√
1− η2k,`wgk,` [n], (4.4)
where whk [n] and wgk,` [n] denote the channel error vectors, and are uncorre-
lated with hk[n − Dk] and gk,`[n − Dk,`], respectively. The entries of whk [n]
and wgk,` [n] are distributed by Nc(0, 1). The correlation coefficients for the de-
sired and interfering channels are denoted by ηk and ηk,`, respectively. Clarke’s
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autocorrelation model is used to determine ηk and ηk,` as [19, 39, 45, 64, 101]
ηk = J0(2πDkfdTs), and
ηk,` = J0(2πDk,`fdTs),
where J0 is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind, fd is the Doppler
spread and Ts is the symbol duration. The Doppler spread, fd = νfc/c, where ν
is the relative velocity of the transmitter-receiver pair, fc the carrier frequency,
and c, the speed of light.
4.2.4 Inter-Cell Interference Nulling
When full CSI is available at all the base stations and the delay associ-
ated with feedback and backhaul is zero, the kth base station has instantaneous
knowledge of not only its own desired channel, hk[n], but also of the interfer-
ence caused to neighboring cells, i.e. g`,k[n], ` = 1, . . . , K, ` 6= k, made available
via the backhaul link. The kth base station then computes the beamforming
vector, fk, [n], as [51, 62, 99]
fk[n] = Wk[n](:, 1), where W`[n] =
([
h̃k[n] g̃1,k[n] . . . g̃K,k[n]
])†
. (4.5)
Assuming that the channels in Wk[n] are independent of each other, (4.5)
ensures perfect interference nulling, i.e. g∗k,`[n]f`[n] = 0, for ` = 1, . . . , K, ` 6= k,










where fk[n] is given by (4.5). The denominator is nulled out since the beam-
forming vector at the `th base station is designed to be lie in the null-space of
the gk,`.
4.3 Impact of Delayed Limited Feedback
As a result of delay, at the nth time instant, the kth base station has
knowledge of its desired channel, ĥk[n−Dk] and the interference that it causes
to the neighboring K − 1 cells, ĝ`,k[n−Dk,`] (for ` = 1, . . . , K, ` 6= k). Hence,
the beamforming vector at the nth time instant, f̂k[n], is designed using the
delayed and quantized CSI of the desired channels and the interference caused
to other cells [10]
f̂k[n] = Ŵk[n](:, 1), for Ŵk[n] =
[




When Nt ≥ K, the beamforming vector lies in the Nt − (K − 1) null-space
of the K − 1 interfering channels. Hence, when Nt = K, f̂k[n] lies in a one-
dimensional subspace, independent of ĥk. This implies that if Nt = K, it
is not necessary to feedback the quantized desired channel back to the base
station, i.e. Bk = 0. In contrast, when Nt > K, ĥk is desirable at the base
station to determine the best f̂k[n] in the Nt− (K− 1) subspace. This chapter
considers the more general Nt > K case. Note that the Nt ≥ K case can be
imposed by clustering cooperative cells into groups of sizes ≤ Nt [40, 100].
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where f̂k[n] is given by (4.6). Due to limited feedback, interfering signals in
the denominator of (4.2) are not nulled out, i.e. |g∗k,`[n]f̂`[n]|2 6= 0. Note,
however, that |ĝ∗k,`[n − Dk,`]f̂`[n]|2 = 0. Hence, the non-zero denominator of
(4.7) reduces the sum-rate of the overall system. We define the mean loss in
sum-rate due to delay and limited feedback, using ICIN as
E{∆Rs[n]} := E{Rs[n]} − E{R̂s[n]}. (4.8)
To simplify analysis, we derive an upper bound on the mean loss in sum-rate


































We label the first term on the right-hand side of (4.10) as Rk,(des) and the
second term as Rk,(int). We obtain a lower bound on the mean sum-rate by
deriving a lower-bound on Rk,(des) and an upper bound on Rk,(int) [10]. To
derive closed-form bounds on Rk,(des) and Rk,(int), using RVQ [49, 75, 76].
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Note that this is the same approximation used in Section 3.2.2. Using (4.8) and
(4.10), Proposition 4.3.1 relates the error from quantizing the desired channel






























and E {log2 (‖hk[n]‖2)} = E {log2 (‖hk[n−Dk]‖2)}.


















Intuitively, as Bk increases, the contribution of the desired channel quantiza-
tion towards the mean loss in sum-rate reduces. By definition, we have that
β(2B1 , x) > β(2B2 , x) for B1 < B2. Hence, Proposition 4.3.1 and Lemma 3.4.3
verify that increasing Bk leading to a smaller value of Rk,(des).
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Using Jensen’s inequality, Rk,(int) can be upper bounded by
Rk,(int) ≤ log2











to derive an upper bound on Rk,(int).















Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 4.7.2.
Proposition 4.3.2 relates the mean loss in sum-rate to the number of
bits assigned to quantize the interfering channels, Bk,`. Intuitively, increasing
Nt for fixed Bk,` increases the quantization error, which increases the mean
loss in sum-rate. This is verified using Proposition 4.3.2, where it is seen that






Nt−1 to become larger

































It is clear from (4.13) that for a given {ρk, ηk}Kk=1 and {ηk,`, αk,`}Kk=1
k 6=`
, the (upper
bound on) mean loss in sum-rate will depend on Bk and Bk,`, for all k and `.
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For Nt > K (Bk 6= 0), one solution for Bk and Bk,` is to choose Bk =
Bk,` = Btot/K. This simple solution does not account for the different weights
associated with each interferer. For example, for a given user k, if αk,` ≈ 0
for all `, it implies that the interfering signals to the user are too weak to
degrade the mean loss in sum-rate and can be ignored. Equal-bit partitioning,
however, will assign Bk,` = Btot/K to each interferer and waste (K−1)Btot/K
bits, while assigning only Btot/K to quantize the desired channel. An adaptive
feedback bit partitioning strategy will efficiently allocate bits to the different
channels depending on the respective delays and signal strengths.
4.4 Feedback-Bit Partitioning
This section minimizes the upper bound on the mean loss in sum-rate in
(4.13), with respect to the number of feedback bits assigned to the desired and
interfering channels at each user. We simplify (4.13) using approximations for
the beta functions to ensure analytical tractability and then derive closed-form
expressions for the bit-partitioning.
As described in Chapter 3, we use the approximation β(a, b) ≈ Γ(b)a−b,
when a is large and b is fixed. Since we are optimizing over Bk and Bk,` in
(4.13), b is always fixed while a = 2Bk (or 2Bk,`) is at least equal to 1. Hence,
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It is reasonable to coordinate the first tier of interferers (seven cells for the
theorertical hexagonal system), in which case the dimensionality constraint





Nt−1 can be ignored. By neglecting the higher order terms





























































using the identity NΓ(N) = Γ(N + 1). We denote













































From (4.16), minimizing each ∆R,k(Bk, {Bk,`}K`=1
` 6=k
) individually for a
fixed ηk is equivalent to minimizing (4.16) due to the independence of each term
in the summation. Note that this eliminates the need for joint optimization.
The kth user’s contribution to the mean loss in sum-rate, ∆R,k(Bk, {Bk,`}K`=1
`6=k
)











Bk,` = Btot, and Bk, Bk,` ≥ 0.
(4.17)





Bk,`, where Bk + Bk,(i) = Btot. Given Bk,(i), we first derive
Bk,` to minimize the contribution of the interfering channels towards the mean
loss in sum-rate, i.e., we minimize
log2





























Bk,` = Bk,(i) [10]. Since the log function is monotonic in nature
and {Bk,`}K`=1
6̀=k
are the only variables in (4.18), the optimization problem in

















Bk,` = Bk,(i), and Bk,` ≥ 0.
(4.19)
The solution to (4.19) and the contribution of each of the terms inside the
summation in the objective function of (4.19) is given by Theorem 4.4.1 using
the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. We consider first continuous relaxed
optimization, where Bk and Bk,` can be real numbers and not necessarily
integers.
Theorem 4.4.1. The optimum number of bits assigned to the `th interferer,
Bk,`
































Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 4.7.3.
In Theorem 4.4.1, K denotes the effective set of interferers. Feedback
resources are only allocated to the interferers that belong to the effective set.
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The idea is that the limited number of feedback bits are best utilized by
allocating them to strong interferers, which can affect the sum-rate drastically
or/and to the interferers with small delays, since nulling out outdated CSI
will not improve sum-rates. Hence, only the effective interfering channels are
quantized using the proposed bit-partitioning algorithm. Feedback bits are
assigned to the channels in proportion to their signal strengths and delays
[10]. If all the interferers have the same delay and strength, then it is seen
from Theorem 4.4.1 that all the channels are assigned the same number of
feedback bits. Note that when beamforming is performing to null out only the
effective interferers, the degrees of freedom are increased from Nt −K + 1 to
Nt − |K|+ 1.
Using the bit allocation strategy for interfering channels proposed in






















The objective function of (4.17), ∆R,k(Bk, {Bk,`}K`=1
`6=k





































Hence, the objective function of (4.17) is now reduced to an expression in
a single variable. To simplify the function in (4.20), we consider different
solutions for the high and low SNR regimes.
Case 1: Low SNR Regime
For |x| < 1, ln(1 + x) = x + o(1). Thus, ln(1 + x) ≈ x for x ≈ 0. In this































We use the arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality to minimize the ex-
pression in (4.21), as given in Theorem 4.4.2.
Theorem 4.4.2. Given the total number of bits allocated to quantize all the
channels, Btot, the optimum number of bits assigned to the desired channel at




















for Nt > K and Bk = 0 for Nt = K. The optimum number of bits assigned to
all the interfering channels at the kth user is computed as Bk,(i) = Btot −Bk.
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 4.7.4.
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k,` increases (or as
interferers become stronger/ have smaller delays) Bk is reduced. In the pres-
ence of strong interference, reducing the interfering signal power will increase
the sum-rate more than further improving the already strong desired signal





is small, most bits will be assigned to quantize the desired channel more finely
in an attempt to improve the desired signal power. Hence, the theorem makes
intuitive sense [10].
Case 2: High SNR Regime
In the high SNR regime, ln(1 + x) = ln(x) + O(1/x). Using ln(1 + x) ≈ ln(x)








































































The first term can be ignored in the optimization problem since it is indepen-
dent of Bk. Denoting the ratio before 2
Bk
(Nt−1)(K−1) inside the logarithm by Ci,
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≈ log2(Ci) + Bk(Nt−1)(K−1) ,











The optimal number of bits to minimize (4.25) are given in Theo-
rem 4.4.3.
Theorem 4.4.3. Given the total number of bits allocated to quantize all the
channels, Btot, the optimum number of bits assigned to the desired channel at
the kth user, Bk, to minimize (4.25) is given by








The optimum number of bits assigned to all the interfering channels at the kth
user, Bk,(i) = Btot −Bk.
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 4.7.5.
It is seen from Theorem 4.4.3 that Bk and Bk,(i) are independent of
the SNR, in the high SNR regime. Further, Bk is also independent of the
received signal strengths and delays of the interferers. This makes intuitive
sense if we take into account that the sum-rate saturates as SNR→∞. Hence,
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minimizing the mean loss in sum-rate at high SNR will be independent of the
SNR of the desired (and interfering) channels [10].
The feedback bit assignments in Theorems 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3 are
not necessarily integers. One way of getting integer solutions is to check for the
ceiling and floor of Bk and Bk,` due to the convexity of the objective functions
in (4.21), (4.25) and (4.19). In (4.21), the objective function is the sum of two




|K|(Nt−1) and hence, is
convex. By the same argument, (4.19) is also convex. This is similar to the
approach in Chapter 3.
Note that we do not claim an optimal solution for Bk and Bk,` that
will minimize the mean loss in sum-rate in (4.8) (or even (4.17)). Instead,
we derive closed-form expressions for feedback-bit partitioning that reduce the
mean-loss in sum-rate, as shown in Section 4.5.
4.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results to demonstrate the gain
in the mean per-cell data rate obtained using the proposed adaptive feedback-
bit partitioning algorithm, over equal-bit allocation. We consider a seven-cell
system with a single active user per cell. Each base station has eight antennas
(Nt = 8) and each user has a single antenna. For simulation purposes we focus
on a target user located in the cell at the center of the seven-cell grid, which
receives the desired signal from its own base station and interference from the





Figure 4.3: The simulation setup in Section 4.5. The base stations are num-
bered in a clockwise fashion.
seven-cell system. The mobile terminal is assumed to travel in a straight line
from the cell center to the cell edge with a velocity v. The distance between
the user and the desired base station is given by d ≤ R. The system setup is
based on the urban microcell propagation scenario in the 3GPP spatial channel
model [1]. The radius of each cell, R, is assumed to be 400 m. The path loss
between the base stations and the mobile user is modeled using the COST
231 Walfish-Ikegami NLOS model [1], adopted for urban microcells. Using a
carrier frequency of 1.9 GHz, base station antenna height of 12.5 m, mobile
terminal height of 1.5 m, building height 12 m, building to building distance
50 m and street width 25 m, the path-loss in dB, PL[dB], is given by [1] MS
antenna height 1.5m
PL[dB] = 34.53 + 38 log10(d) (4.26)
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Table 4.1: Simulation parameters, based on the 3GPP LTE’s urban microcell.
Parameter Value
Number of interferers 6
Carrier frequency, fc 1.9 GHz
Base station height 12.5 m
Mobile terminal height 1.5 m
Cell radius 400 m
Transmit power, Es 3 dBW
Noise power, N0 −144 dBW
Normalized feedback and quantization delay 1
Normalized backhaul delay 1
The transmit power, Es = 3 dBW for all the base stations and the noise power
is given by −144 dBW. We also model the delay associated with the feedback
of CSI to the desired base station by one frame duration and that with the
exchange of CSI over the backhaul link connecting the desired and interfering
base stations by two frame durations. The parameters used for simulations
are tabulated in Table 4.1.
In Fig. 4.4, we illustrate the concept of effective number of interferers,
averaged across 10,000 users located uniformly in the cell with the simulation
parameters described in Table 4.1. It is seen that when the number of feedback
bits is small, most of the users have a single effective interferer. In contrast,
as Btot increases, the percentage of users with a larger number of effective
interferers increases. This can be intuitively understood by considering the
limiting case of Btot →∞, where all the interferers will be allocated feedback
bits, implying that the plot will be skewed towards the right hand side.
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Figure 4.4: Average number of effective number of interferers seen by a user
for Btot = 7, 35 and v = 3 mph.
In Fig. 4.5, we compare the performance of equi-bit partitioning and
the proposed adaptive strategy as a function of the distance from the desired
base station. In the figure, we normalize the data rates from the two limited
feedback techniques by the full CSI data rate for Btot = 7 and Btot = 35
with v = 10 mph. It is seen that the feedback-bit assignment presented in
this chapter outperforms equal-bit allocation irrespective of where the user is
located. At the cell-edge, adaptive bit assignment achieves about 45% more
of the full CSI data rate as compared to uniform allocation.
The bit partitioning corresponding toBtot = 35 are plotted in Figs. 4.6(a)
and 4.6(b) as a function of distance for the simulation setup described in
Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.1. We consider both the high SNR and low SNR parti-
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EBA, B tot = 7
Prop., Btot = 7
EBA, B tot = 35
Prop., B tot = 35
Figure 4.5: Comparison of the normalized data-rate as a function of the dis-
tance, d, of the user from the desired base station for Btot = 7, 35 and v = 10
mph.
tions by setting Es = 3 dBW and −3 dBW, respectively. The channel from
base station j to the user ‘0’ (as shown in Fig. 4.3) is quantized using B0,j bits.
In Fig. 4.6(a), it is seen that more bits are assigned to quantize the desired
channel towards the cell edge as compared to the low SNR case in Fig. 4.6(b).
This makes intuitive sense because at high SNR, the quantization error asso-
ciated with the desired channel is larger than that at low SNR. Hence, more
bits need to be assigned to quantize the desired channel at high SNR. Another
interesting point from Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) is the decrease in the number of
bits allocated to the interfering channels from base stations 1, 4, 5 and 6 as the
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(a) High SNR partitioning, for Es = 3 dBW.















(b) Low SNR partitioning, for Es = −3 dBW.
Figure 4.6: Adaptive feedback-bit partitioning as a function of the distance,
d, the user from the desired base station for Btot = 35 and v = 10 mph for (a)
Es = 3dBW and (b) Es = −3dBW .
user moves to the cell edge towards cells 2 and 3. This clearly illustrates the
adaptive nature of the proposed algorithm, which allocates bits as a function
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the mean data-rate at the cell-edge for different
values of Btot. Bit assignments are shown corresponding to each Btot.
of the received signal strength and the delays.
We plot the cell-edge data rates using both, equi-bit allocation and
the proposed adaptive partitioning, in Fig. 4.7 for the system setup described
in this section. Note that at the cell edge, the strongest interference is from
BTS 2 and BTS 3, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The corresponding bit assignments,
(B0, B0,1, B0,2, B0,3, B0,4, B0,5, B0,6), are also given in the figure for each Btot.
Finally, the effect of delay in the backhaul link is plotted in Fig. 4.8 for a user
at cell-edge with Btot = 7 and Btot = 35. We fix the feedback delay, Dk to one
frame interval and vary the backhaul delay between [0, 5] frame durations, i.e.
Dk,` ∈ [1, 6]. Similar to Fig. 4.7, it is seen that while the proposed algorithm
outperforms equal bit allocation for all the delays and Btot values.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the mean data-rate at the cell-edge for different
values of delay in the backhaul link.
It is seen from both Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 that while the limited feedback
technique in this chapter outperforms EBA for all Btot, the improvement in
data rate is larger for higher Btot. The new strategy yields about 40 % higher
sum-rates than the equal-bit approach at Btot = 35 in both Fig. 4.7 and
Fig. 4.8. This can be explained as follows. At Btot = 7, the desired channel is
given all the 7 bits, implying 0 bits for each of the strong interfering channels.
For Btot = 35, the strong interfering channels are assigned 14 bits for each
of two strong interfering channels. EBA, in contrast, sees an increase in the
feedback bits for the strong interfering channels from 1 to 5 bits per channel.
Quantizing the strong interferers more finely at the cost of allocating zero bits
to the weak channels leads to the significant improvement in data rate using
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the proposed algorithm. This leads to a better quantization of the strong
interfering channels, leading to a significantly better performance. We can
also see from Fig. 4.7 that all the bits are assigned to the desired channel at
Btot = 7. The reason is that when the received signal strength for the desired
signal is low, the proposed algorithm will first concentrate on improving the
desired signal strength through finer quantization, rather than reducing the
strength of the interfering signals, which can only be as strong as the desired
signal.
4.6 Conclusion
We considered a multicell cooperative MISO system using ICIN. We
assumed a single active user per cell, which estimates and feeds back the
desired and interfering CSI to its own base station. Backhaul links are used
to ensure that each base station has knowledge of the interference that it is
causing to neighboring cells. The feedback and backhaul links are assumed
to have delays associated with them. In this chapter, we quantified the mean
loss in sum-rate due to delayed limited feedback of the desired and interfering
CSI, using ICIN. We derived a closed-form expression for allocating feedback
bits to quantize the multiple channels. We showed, using simulations, that the




4.7.1 Proof of Proposition 4.3.1
To evaluate the sum-rate in (4.7), the relation between hk[n] and f̂k[n]
needs to be known. Since the kth base station uses the delayed quantized
desired channel, ĥk[n−Dk], to design f̂k[n], we first determine the dependence
of hk[n] and ĥk[n − Dk]. While the Gauss-Markov model in (4.3) is used to
relate hk[n] and hk[n−Dk], the relationship between h̃k[n−Dk] and ĥk[n−Dk]
is given by1[49]
h̃k[n−Dk] = cos(θh̃k,ĥk)ĥk[n−Dk] + sin(θh̃k,ĥk)sk[n], (4.27)
where sk[n] is an isotropically distributed vector in the null-space of ĥk[n−Dk],



















Now, sin(θh̃k,ĥk) = O(θh̃k,ĥk)→ 0 when there are a sufficient number of bits for
quantization. Further,
√
1− η2k = o(ηk)→ 0 for ηk → 1, implying that we can
1In the remainder of this proof, we refer to cos(θh̃k[n−Dk],ĥk[n−Dk]) as cos(θh̃k,ĥk), and
sin(θh̃k[n−Dk],ĥk[n−Dk]) as sin(θh̃k,ĥk) for the sake of notational brevity.
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neglect
∣∣∣√1− η2kwk[n]f̂k[n]∣∣∣2. This approximation of neglecting the error term
for slowly-varying channels is also used in [102]. Thus, we can approximate
|hk∗[n]f̂k[n]|2 by
|hk∗[n]f̂k[n]|2 ≈ η2k‖hk[n−Dk]‖2 cos2(θh̃k,ĥk)
∣∣∣ĥk[n−Dk]f̂k[n]∣∣∣2.



























where (4.29) is obtained using Lemmas 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.
4.7.2 Proof of Proposition 4.3.2































Evaluating E{|gk,`∗[n]f̂`[n]|2} using the relations that









Now, E{‖gk,`[n−Dk,`]‖2} = E{‖wk,`[n−Dk,`]‖2} = Nt. Further, since sk,`[n]
and f̂`[n] are both isotropically and independently distributed in the Nt − 1
null-space of ĝk,`[n − Dk,`],
∣∣∣sk,`[n]f̂`[n]∣∣∣2 is beta distributed as β(1, Nt − 2)
[49]. Similarly, w̃k,`[n] and and f̂`[n] are both isotropically and independently
distributed in the Nt dimensions, implying that
∣∣∣w̃k,`[n]f̂`[n]∣∣∣2 is beta dis-
tributed as β(1, Nt − 1). The mean of a beta distribution β(a, b) is aa+b . Since
‖gk,`[n − Dk,`]‖ and ‖wk,`[n − Dk,`]‖ are χ distributed with 2Nt degrees of
freedom, E{‖gk,`[n − Dk,`]‖} = E{‖wk,`[n − Dk,`]‖} = Γ(Nt+1/2)√2ΓNt . Using these
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in (4.31) includes the
product of ηk,`(< 1),
√




→ 1. For this reason, the product in (4.31) is small and
ignored. The lower-bound in (4.31) is then rewritten as
E{|gk,`∗[n]f̂`[n]|2} ≤
log2














4.7.3 Proof of Theorem 4.7.3
Applying the arithmetic mean - geometric mean inequality to the ob-

































Nt−1 , ` 6= n. The mini-

































Note that (4.33) can be negative when αk,`η
2
k,` is sufficiently small. Since Bk,`
can only be non-negative, we set the Bk,` = 0 for all ` which cause (4.33) to
become negative. This implies that we partition bits among only the effective
set of interferers K that will result in a non-negative value of Bk,` for all ` ∈ K.
4.7.4 Proof of Theorem 4.4.2
By ignoring the terms in (4.21) that do not depend on Bk, the new

























The expression in (4.34) can be further simplified by dividing the expression












































(Nt−1)(K−1) . Hence, the approximate mean loss in



















4.7.5 Proof of Theorem 4.4.3













Nt−1 is a convex functions in Bk. As the sum of non-negatively
weighted convex functions is convex, the expression in (4.25) is convex. Hence,
there exists a global minimizer for (4.25), Bk ∈ [0, Btot]. Finding the derivative


























→ 1, as Ci increases. Setting (4.35) to zero, we get,
Bk











This chapter presents joint CSI quantization for multicell cooperative
limited feedback, assuming zero-delay communication links. A selection crite-
rion is developed using RVQ [49, 75, 76] to show that joint quantization yields
higher sum-rates than those obtained using separate codebooks. Simulations
are used to show that the proposed joint quantization approach performs al-
most as well as the full CSI case.
5.1 Overview and Contributions
Chapters 3 and 4 develop multicell limited feedback strategies that are
based on individually quantizing channels with separate codebooks. It was
shown in Fig. 4.5 that the proposed adaptive bit partitioning algorithm, while
yielding higher data rates as compared to equal-bit allocation, achieves only
about 45% of the full CSI data rate with Btot = 35. In this chapter, joint CSI
quantization is proposed to reduce the large feedback requirements of multicell
cooperative systems and improve data rates [12]. The idea of quantizing the
CSI of multiple channels as a net channel vector comes from the well known
result in vector quantization that jointly quantizing separate components as
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a vector can lead to a smaller distortion than individually quantizing each
component, even when the entries are independent [27].
The performance of any limited feedback approach is strongly depen-
dent on the selection criterion, which determines how codewords are selected
from a codebook. In single-CSI quantization, minimizing the angular separa-
tion between the measured channel and the quantization vectors is a popular
selection criterion [63]. This, however, is not very suitable for selecting code-
words for a vector formed by concatenating the CSI of multiple channels.
Selecting a codeword with a minimum angular separation from the net chan-
nel vector does not guarantee that individual portions of the codeword are
well aligned with the corresponding measured channels. Further, as stronger
channels are quantized with the same resolution as the weaker ones, feed-
back resources are not utilized efficiently. A more fitting selection criterion
would choose codewords in a way that the portion of the quantization vector
corresponding to a stronger channels is more closely aligned than the other
channels, as shown in Fig. 5.1 for a single-interferer system. This chapter de-
rives a selection criterion to quantize channels that impact the data rate more
significantly with greater resolution as compared to the other channels.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows.
1. A limited feedback model is presented for jointly quantizing the CSI of
the desired and (multiple) interfering channels, assuming zero-delay in
the communication links. The model requires each user to concatenate
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(a) Stronger desired channel (b) Stronger interfering channel
closely alignedclosely aligned
Figure 5.1: Illustration of the selection criterion for joint CSI quantization
when (a) the desired channel is stronger and (b) the interfering channel is
stronger.
the CSI of multiple channels into a net channel vector, which is fed
back to its own base station. Portions of the net channel vector, which
represent different channels, are fed back to the respective neighboring
base stations through backhaul links [12].
2. Joint quantization of CSI raises the question of how codewords are se-
lected from a codebook, since single-CSI criteria like minimum angular
separation do not account for varying signal strengths of the different
channels. This chapter derives a new selection criterion that can be
used for joint quantization of multiple CSI to reduce the loss in sum-rate
[12]. The proposed expression chooses codewords that are well aligned to
stronger channels, thus quantizing them with higher resolution, as com-
pared to weaker signals. This enables efficient utilization of the available
feedback resources.
3. Simulation results are presented to show that the proposed adaptive joint
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CSI feedback algorithm yields higher mean sum-rates using ICIN than
separate quantization approaches.
5.2 System Description
This chapter uses the system model described in Chapter 4, with zero-
delay. This section briefly summarizes the system model and the cooperative
strategy, ICIN, before presenting the limited feedback model.
5.2.1 System Model
The multicell system used in this chapter is shown in Fig. 4.1, with the
exception that the feedback and backhaul links are assumed to be zero-delay. A
single user is considered in each cell, using intra-cell TDMA or a comparable
orthogonal strategy. The base stations in each cell have Nt antennas each,
while users have a single antenna. Each user faces interference from K − 1
cells and the ISR of the `th base station to the kth user is given by αk,`. Similar
to the notation in Chapter 4, the desired channel at the nth time instant from
the kth base station to the kth user is denoted by hk[n] and the interfering
channel from the `th base station to the kth user is denoted by gk,`[n].
Since we assume that all the channels have zero-delay associated with
them, we ignore the time-index n in this chapter. For the input-output relation










where ρk represents the received desired SNR. As in Chapters 3 and 4, base
stations are assumed to have perfect knowledge of ρk [18, 41, 78]. The sum-rate




log2 (1 + SINRk) .
The beamforming vectors {fk}Kk=1 are designed using ICIN, described in Chap-









where fk is given by (4.5). The denominator is nulled out since the beamform-
ing vector at the `th base station is designed to be lie in the null-space of the
gk,`.
5.2.2 Limited Feedback Model
Channel directions, denoted by h̃k := hk/‖hk‖ and g̃k,` := gk,`/‖gk,`‖,
are concatenated to form a net channel vector, hnet = [h̃∗k g̃
∗
k,1 . . . g̃
∗
k,K ],
which is then quantized using a single codebook, W, of size 2B, where B
is the total number of feedback bits available. Note that this is in contrast
to the approaches in Chapters 3 and 4, where each channel was quantized
individually using a separate codebook. This feedback model is illustrated in
Fig. 5.2. The idea is that different portions of each codeword, wn ∈ W, n =
1, . . . , 2B, correspond to each of the different channels. Thus, wn(1 : Nt) and


















Figure 5.2: The limited feedback model for joint quantization, described in
Section 5.2.2.
and g̃k,i, respectively. The k
th base station extracts ĝk,` from the quantized
composite channel vector, ĥnet and uses the backhaul to inform the `th base
station of the interference it is causing to the kth user [12].
In separate quantization, stronger channels were quantized using more
feedback bits as compared to weaker channels. This enabled an efficient use
of feedback bandwidth by diverting resources toward the stronger channels,
which affected data rates most drastically. In joint quantization, it is desirable
to introduce a bias in quantization, so that stronger channels are quantized
more finely, even if the weaker channels have a smaller resolution. This can be
accomplished using the selection criterion, which is used to select codewords
from a given codebook. The selection criterion in Chapters 3 and 4 chooses
codewords to minimize the angular separation between the channel and quan-
tization vectors. This, however, will not introduce the bias towards stronger
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channels. This chapter derives a new selection criterion for jointly quantiz-
ing the CSI of multiple channels, to reduce the loss in data-rate from limited
feedback.
5.3 Impact of Delayed Limited Feedback
Assuming zero-delay feedback and backhaul links, the beamforming
vector at the kth base station, f̂k, is designed using the quantized CSI of the
desired channels and the interference caused to other cells
f̂k = Ŵk(:, 1), where Ŵk =
[
ĥk ĝ1,k . . . ĝK,k
]†
.
When Nt ≥ K, the beamforming vector lies in the Nt−(K−1) null-space of the
K − 1 interfering channels. Hence, when Nt = K, f̂k lies in a one-dimensional
subspace, independent of ĥk, making it unnecessary to feedback ĥk. This
chapter considers the more general case of Nt > K, where ĥk is required at
the base station using the clustering argument mentioned in Chapter 4. The












where the denominator is non-zero since the beamforming vector is orthogonal
to ĝk,` and not g̃k,`. This results in a loss in the sum-rate.
5.3.1 Selection Criterion
In this section, a selection criterion is derived to choose codewords that
will reduce the loss in sum-rate, using RVQ. Each of the 2B codeword vectors
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in the codebook is independently chosen from the isotropic distribution on the
Nt dimensional unit hypersphere [76]. RVQ is used for analytical tractability.
We denote w(1 : Nt) = whk and wn(Nt · i+ 1 : Nt · (i+ 1)) = wgk,i .
The instantaneous loss in data-rate arising due to quantization of CSI
is given by
∆Rs := Rs − R̂s, (5.3)
where Rs and R̂s are given by (5.1) and (5.2), respectively. The expression in






























where (5.4) is obtained by interchanging terms and using hk = ‖hk‖h̃k [12].










































where (5.6) is obtained using the upper bound derived in (3.33). Now, from









that the first term in (5.5) can be ignored when the selection criterion is used







− log2 (|h̃∗kwhk |2) .
Using the monotonicity of the logarithm and fact that minimizing an
expression is equivalent to maximizing its negative, the selection criterion is
written as









Note that in the case where αk,` = 0 for all ` 6= k, the expression in (5.7) boils
down to choosing the codeword that is at the smallest angular separation
with respect to the desired channel, hk. Thus, the derived selection criterion
ensures that codewords are selected to be closely aligned to the stronger chan-
nels, thereby quantizing them with a finer resolution as compared the weaker
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channels [12]. This makes intuitive sense. Simulation results show that biasing
the selection criterion towards stronger channels yields higher data rates than
separate quantization approaches.
A disadvantage of joint quantization is that it requires the design of
special codebooks, which are a function of the signal strengths of the various
interfering channels, to obtain maximum performance gains. This poses not
only a design problem, but also implies that a large number of codebooks need
to be stored at the mobile and the base station for obtaining the gains of joint
quantization. This is one of the reasons why separate quantization is better
suited for the current state-of-art, even though it yields smaller data rates.
5.4 Simulation Results
In this section, it is shown that joint quantization, used in conjunction
with the proposed selection criterion, reduces the mean loss in data rate due to
quantization. The simulation setup in Section 4.5 is adopted in this chapter.
A seven-cell system is assumed with a single active user per cell. Each base
station has Nt = 8 antennas while each user has a single antenna. The mobile
terminal is assumed to move from the cell center towards the cell-edge with a
velocity v. In particular, three different velocities, v = {3, 10, 30}mph are used
for simulation purposes. The cell at the center of the grid is considered, whose
user receives the desired signal from its own base station and interference from
the six neighboring cells as shown in Fig. 4.3. The radius of each cell, R, is
assumed to be 500 m (Chapter 4 considered a radius of 400 m). The path loss
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Adap. sep. quant. 
EBA
~ 50%
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the mean data rates joint and separate quantization
approaches as a function of the total number of bits.
between the base stations and the mobile user is modeled using the COST 231
Walfish-Ikegami NLOS model [1], adopted for urban microcells, and is given
in (4.26). The transmit power is Es = 3 dBW for all the base stations and the
noise power is given by −144 dBW. The delay associated with the feedback
of CSI to the desired base station is modeled by one frame duration and that
with the exchange of CSI over the backhaul link connecting the desired and
interfering base stations by two frame durations. The simulation parameters
are summarized in Table 4.1, except for the delay, which is set to zero.
The data rates obtained using joint quantization with the proposed
selection criterion are compared to that of the adaptive bit partitioning ap-
proach in Chapter 4 and equal bit allocation (EBA) in Fig. 5.3 for a cell-edge
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the mean data-rate at the cell-edge when beam-
forming using only effective interferers.
user moving at a velocity v = 3 mph. Joint quantization is shown to perform
about 50% better than separate quantization, which outperforms EBA consid-
erably. This figure illustrates the potential gains that can be obtained using
joint quantization.
Finally, in Fig. 5.4, we show that significant gains in the data rates can
be obtained by mitigating only the effective interferers, as defined in Theorem
4.4.1. The user is assumed to be located close to the cell-edge. Since the total
number of interferers in the system is greater than or equal to the number
of effective interferers, i.e. K ≥ |K|, beamforming to mitigate only the effec-
tive set of interferers will increase the degrees of freedom from Nt −K + 1 to
Nt − |K|+ 1. This improves the data rates that can be obtained using ICIN.
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This effect is especially evident for joint quantization, which yields a gain of
about 50% compared to adaptive separate quantization (proposed in Chap-
ter 4). When beamforming is done with just the effective interferers, joint
quantization results double the data rates obtained using EBA.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we considered limited feedback for multicell MISO sys-
tems using joint quantization. We proposed jointly quantizing the desired and
interfering channels [12] as a composite vector to yield sum-rates higher than
the separate quantization approaches in previous c . We derived a new selec-
tion criterion to minimize the loss in sum-rate of a multicell system. Using
simulations, we showed that joint quantization of the desired and interfer-
ing channels using RVQ yields sum-rates that are not only higher than the
separate codebook approach, but also reasonably close to the full-CSI case
with sufficient number of feedback bits. This is a strong motivation for joint
quantization of the desired and interfering channels.
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Chapter 6
Joint Predictive Vector Quantization
Chapters 3 and 4 present separate quantization as a solution for limited
CSI feedback in multicell cooperative systems, while joint CSI quantization is
introduced in Chapter 5. While the proposed algorithms outperform equal-
bit allocation, they suffer from large feedback requirements. This chapter
presents joint predictive vector quantization (PVQ) as a solution for reducing
the feedback requirements associated with multicell systems in slowly fading
environments by exploiting the temporal correlation in channels. Note that
previous chapters were based on memoryless quantization approaches. Simu-
lation results are used to verify that substantial gains in the data rates can be
obtained with low feedback requirements using the proposed technique. The
drawbacks of joint PVQ strategy, however, are that it is of very high complex-
ity and requires special codebook designs to achieve performance gains.
6.1 Overview and Contributions
PVQ is used for data compression in speech and image processing,
where signal correlation can be exploited to reduce distortion in the quanti-
zation process [27, 31, 32]. PVQ can also offer a solution for limited feedback
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in wireless communication systems. In slow fading propagation environments,
channels exhibit temporal correlation, which can be utilized to decrease the
feedback requirements and improve data rates [43, 44, 57, 81, 86, 93]. In mul-
ticell cooperative systems where high resolution CSI of multiple channels is
essential to realizing performance gains, predictive CSI quantization offers an
attractive solution to decrease the large feedback requirements. Grassmann
predictive coding is an attractive solution for limited CSI feedback. In the
presence of temporal correlation, the unit-norm and phase-invariant (channel)
vectors form a correlated sequence on the manifold [43, 44, 63, 71]. Existing
literature on PVQ is applicable to single-cell non-cooperative systems.
This dissertation proposes a novel approach to employ PVQ for lim-
ited CSI feedback in a multicell cooperative system with multiple interferers
and non-zero delays. Extending existing single-CSI predictive quantization
to multicell limited feedback poses the question of how to feedback the error
vectors generated from the predictive CSI quantization of each of the multiple
channels. Joint quantization is employed in this chapter to feedback the error
vectors generated for each channel. Since realistic cellular networks are asso-
ciated with delays, it is not clear how available feedback resources should be
shared among the different error vectors in a predictive setting. The selection
criterion derived for the joint CSI feedback technique in Chapter 5 chooses
codewords using instantaneous CSI. In prediction-based systems with delay,
however, the error vector will reach the base station after a delay and will
impact the prediction of future channel realizations. Hence, the selection cri-
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terion derived in Chapter 5 is not applicable to joint PVQ. This chapter derives
a new selection criterion that can be used for practical systems with delays and
multiple interferers. This chapter presents an approach to predict CSI on the
Grassmann manifold using the mathematical tools derived in [43], [71], and
[23]. While GPC in [43, 44] feeds back the norm and direction of the tangent
vector, the proposed strategy feeds back only the unit-norm direction of the
error vector between the tangent vectors. By eliminating the overhead associ-
ated with feeding back the norm of the error vectors, the presented algorithm
reduces feedback requirements.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows.
1. A limited feedback model is presented for predictive vector quantization
in a multicell cooperative scenario, with multiple interferers and delay
in feedback and backhaul links [11]. Prediction and quantization opera-
tions are described at the receiver and transmitter sides for the proposed
framework.
2. The error vectors resulting from predicting the multiple channels are
proposed to be jointly fed back as a net error vector. This is known
as joint error quantization and is shown to result in smaller feedback
requirements in the multicell cooperative case.
3. A selection criterion is derived to choose appropriate codewords from
a given codebook to quantize the concatenated error vector, such that
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stronger channels are quantized with higher resolution than the weaker
channels [11].
4. A predictor is proposed for subspace tracking on the Grassmann mani-
fold, which quantizes only the unit-norm direction of the error between
the predicted and actual tangent vectors. A linear predictor is also given
for comparison purposes. An approach to quantize only the unit-norm
channel direction is also presented in this chapter [11]. This is shown to
reduce the considerable feedback requirements associated with feeding
back norms of multiple error vectors.
5. It is shown using simulations that the proposed predictive quantization
approach can yield an improvement in the sum-rate as compared to the
separate and joint quantization approaches in [12] and [10], respectively.
6.2 System Description
This section briefly summarizes the notation introduced in Section 3.2.1
(and Table 3.1) and presents some chapter-specific terminology. ICIN with
prediction is then described. The limited feedback setup is also presented.
6.2.1 System Model
The K-cell setup used in Section 4.2 (and Fig. 4.1) is adopted in this
chapter as well. A single active user is assumed per cell, which faces inter-
ference from K − 1 neighboring cells. Each base station is assumed to have
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Nt antennas, while each user has a single antenna. The desired channel at
the kth user at the nth time instant is given by hk[n]. The interfering channel
from the `th base station to the kth user is denoted as gk,`[n]. The unit-norm
channel directions of the desired and interfering channels are denoted as h̃k[n]
and g̃k,`[n], respectively. The delays corresponding to the k
th user’s feedback
link is given by Dk and the delay associated with the `
th interfering channel is
denoted by Dk,`. In this chapter we assume that Dk,` = Dk, ∀` 6= k, i.e, that
the delays corresponding to the interference channels faced by the kth receiver
are all equal. This is a reasonable assumption since it implies that the delays
over the backhaul links connecting neighboring base stations are equal.
Each user faces interference from K − 1 cells and the ISR of the `th
base station to the kth user is given by αk,`, where ` = 1, . . . , K, ` 6= k. For














log2 (1 + SINRk[n]) .
The beamforming vectors {fk}Kk=1 are designed using ICIN, as will be described
in Section 6.2.2.
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6.2.2 Limited Feedback Model
At time instant n, the kth receiver has knowledge of its own desired
channel, hk[m],m ≤ n, and of the interference seen from neighboring cells, i.e.
gk,`[n],m ≤ n. These previous full CSI estimates can be used to predict the
channels hp,fullk [n+Dk] and g
p,full
k,` [n+Dk], as




gp,fullk,` [n+D`] = P
(
gk,`[n+D`]




∣∣∣{x[n−m]}r−1m=0) refers to the predictor used to predict x at time
instant n given the previous samples, x[n−D], . . . ,x[n−D − r + 1] and r is
prediction order. The base station, however, does not have access to full CSI
and has knowledge of only the previous reconstructed (quantized) channels.









∣∣∣ {grk,`[n−m]}r−1m=0) , (6.4)
where where hrk and g
r
k,` refer to the reconstructed channels that are gen-
erated using the quantized error information. Note the difference between
hk
p[n] (gk,`
p[n]) and hp,fullk [n] (g
p,full
k,` [n]), which refers to the CSI predicted at
time n using past full CSI. The receiver generates predicted channels using
reconstructed vectors and informs the base station of the error between hk
p[n]
(gk,`
p[n]) and hp,fullk [n] (g
p,full
k,` [n]) in an attempt to drive the transmitter towards
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the full CSI prediction. The error vectors between the actual and predicted
channels are generated as










Since ehk [n] and egk,` [n] are propagated over a finite-bandwidth feedback link,
they are quantized to unit-norm quantization vectors, êhk [n] and êgk,` [n], re-
spectively. The reconstructed channels, hrk[n] and g
r
k,`[n], are generated using
êhk [n] and êgk,` [n], respectively, as
hrk[n] = R(h
p
k[n], êhk [n]), and (6.5)
grk,`[n] = R(g
p
k,`[n], êgk,` [n]), (6.6)
where R refers to the reconstruction operation. At time instant n, the kth base
station receives the quantized error vectors, êhk [n − Dk] transmitted by the
kth user at time instant n−Dk and êg`,k [n−D`] from the `th base station.
To summarize, at time n, the base station has knowledge of the re-
constructed deisred channels hrk[n − i], for i < Dk, which is used to predict
hpk[n−Dk], using (6.3). The regenerated channel vector at the n−Dk instant,
hrk[n−Dk], is obtained at the kth base station using h
p
k[n−Dk] and êhk [n−Dk]
(refer to (6.5)). The predicted desired channel vector at the nth instant, hpk[n],
is then generated using hrk[n− i], for i ≤ Dk using (6.3). In a similar fashion,




In Chapter 4, outdated CSI, h̃k[n−Dk] and g̃k,`[n−Dk,`], was used to
generate ICIN beamforming vectors [10]. In predictive ICIN, the beamforming
vector at the kth base station at the nth time instant designed to null out the














When full (but delayed) CSI is available at the base stations, hp,fullk [n] and
gp,fullk,` [n], are used to design beamformers. This best-case scenario beamforming














The users’ objective is to help steer the base station towards fk[n] by quantizing
the error between hk
p[n] (gk,`
p[n]) and hp,fullk [n] (g
p,full
k,` [n]).
6.3 Impact of Delayed Limited Feedback with PVQ
At high SINR, log(1 + SINR) = log(SINR) + O(1/SINR). At high SINR,
O(1/SINR) → 0, and can be ignored, thus log(1 + SINR) ≈ log(SINR). In
the remainder of the chapter, we deal with the first term, i.e. log(SINR).
Assuming instantaneous full CSI, the sum-rate across all users averaged over
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where (6.10) is obtained by interchanging the finite summations in (6.9). This
allows (6.10) to be represented as the sum of each user’s average data-rate over
time.
At time instant n, each receiver ideally chooses a codeword that maxi-
mizes the sum-rate in systems with zero-delay. In practical systems, however,
the error vectors fed back at time n reach the base station at a future time
instant due to delayed limited feedback. Hence, a reasonable alternative is for
the user to estimate the predicted sum-rate, Rp[n], using the expected future














and choose codewords that will maximizes Rp[n]. Note that hp,fullk [n] and
gp,fullk,` [n] are given by (6.1) and (6.2), respectively and f
p
k [n] is given in (6.7).
The sum-rate obtained when prediction is assumed to be perfect (full CSI),













where fk[n] is given by (6.8). Delayed PVQ results in a loss in the sum-rate
(across all users and times). It is desirable to maximize the predicted sum-rates
with limited feedback (in (6.11)). Maximizing Rp is equivalent to minimizing






































The first and second logarithm terms in (6.13) correspond to the loss in the
data-rate corresponding to the predictive quantization of the desired and in-
terfering channels, respectively.
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6.4 Joint Error Quantization
At time instant n, the kth receiver minimizes the expression in (6.13)





















The first and second logarithm terms in (6.14) are denoted by Rk,(d)[n] and
Rk,(i)[n], respectively. Note that Rk,(d)[n] and Rk,(i)[n] correspond to the loss
in the data-rate corresponding to the predictive quantization of the desired
and interfering channels, respectively.
It is seen from (6.14) that Rk,(d)[n]→ 0 (Rk,(i)[n]→ 0), if fpk [n]→ fk[n]
(fp` [n] → f`[n]). Hence, the loss in sum-rate is a function of the prediction;
the closer the predicted channel is to the actual channel, the closer the beam-
forming vectors obtained from PVQ will be to fk[n] (f`[n]) and smaller the loss
in sum-rate. Hence, error quantization plays an important role in minimizing
the expression in (6.14). Error vectors can be quantized separately or as a
composite net error vector, using joint quantization [12].
Joint error quantization involves concatenating error vectors at user k
as [ehk [n] egk,1 [n] . . . egk,C [n]]. The idea is to use codebooks, W, of size 2
B
with codewords, wn(n = 1, . . . , 2
B), such that wn(1 : Nt) and wn(Nt + 1 :
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Nt(i + 1)) correspond to êhk and êgk,i , respectively, where i = 1, . . . , (C − 1).
Due to the joint quantization of all the channels using a single representative
vector, selecting an appropriate codeword is very important to determine the
performance of the joint error quantization approach [12]. The derivation of
the selection criterion involves first upper bounding Rk,(d)[n] and Rk,(i)[n] in
(6.14), as presented in Propositions 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 .
Proposition 6.4.1. The upper bound on the mean loss in sum-rate due to
















Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 6.8.1.
Proposition 6.4.2. The upper bound on the mean loss in sum-rate due to











Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 6.8.2.
Note that the n+Dk and n+Dk indices are omitted in the remainder
of the section, for notational brevity. Using propositions 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, the
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Thus, given a codebook W where each codeword w ∈ W is formed by con-
catenating error vectors, the quantization vector is chosen as the codeword
that will minimize (6.16). Using the monotonic nature of the logarithm and
the fact that minimizing (6.16) is equivalent to maximizing its negative, the
selection criterion can be written as














where h̃pk and g̃
p




k,`(w), respectively, to illustrate
the dependence of the predicted codewords on error quantization vectors. Note
that if αk,` = 0 for all ` 6= k, then the selection criterion in (6.17) simplifies to
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the minimum angular separation criterion that is used popularly in single-CSI
limited feedback [63]. This serves as an intuitive check for the expression in
(6.17) .
The selection criterion in (6.17) does not use assumptions about the
channel statistics, predictor or the transmission strategy, as long as the beam-
forming vector can reduce the predicted interference. This makes the de-
rived criterion versatile enough that it can be used for most types of multicell
cooperation-based strategies, with limited CSI feedback quantization.
Predictive quantization suffers from error propagation since the quan-
tized error is added to the predicted channel to obtain the reconstructed chan-
nel at every time instant. This can result in errors adding up at every instance
of prediction. Hence, to keep the errors from dominating the performance gains
obtained, high resolution CSI needs to be made available at the base stations
periodically, referred to as reinitialization in this chapter. The frequency of
reinitialization is a function of the delays in the system, user velocity, and
the predictor used for quantization, as shown using simulations [11]. Another
significant disadvantage of joint predictive quantization is that it requires the
design of special codebooks, which are a function of the signal strengths of the
various interfering channels.
6.5 Predictive CSI Quantization
This section presents an approach to predict CSI on the Grassmann
manifold using the mathematical tools derived in [43],[71], and [23]. While
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GPC in [43, 44] feeds back the norm and direction of the tangent vector, the
proposed strategy feeds back only the unit-norm direction of the error be-
tween the tangent vectors. A simple technique is proposed for base stations
to evaluate channel norms using predicted channels and error direction vector.
By eliminating the overhead associated with feeding back the norm of error
vectors, the presented algorithm reduces feedback requirements. A linear pre-
dictor is also discussed in this section for comparison purposes.
6.5.1 Proposed Prediction on Grassmann Manifold
Denoting the space of all unit-norm Nt×1 dimensional channel vectors
by HNt , an equivalence relation between two vectors, h1,h2 ∈ HNt is defined
as h1 ≡ h2 if for some θ ∈ [0, 2π), h1 = ejθh2. This implies that vectors, h1
and h2 are equivalent if they are on the same line in CNt×1. The Grassmann
manifold, GNt,1, which is the set of all one-dimensional subspaces in CNt×1, is
the quotient space corresponding to this equivalence relation. It is thus seen
how the problem of predicting channel directions relates to that of subspace
tracking.
While the Grassmann manifold is topologically smooth, it has only a
locally Euclidean structure [43, 44, 63]. Subspace tracking can be done using
state space models describing the evolution of the correlated signal sequence
on the non-Euclidean Grassmann manifold [20, 21, 23, 71, 84]. This chapter
utilizes the state space model in [23, 71] to predict tangent vectors. While



















Figure 6.1: Receiver structure for proposed predictive algorithm.
vector between two prior normalized channel vectors, the subspace-tracking
technique presented in this chapter feeds back the change in the tangent vector,
which is then used to predict the unit-norm channel directions that lie on the
Grassmann manifold. Further, a novel technique is also developed to avoid
feeding back the norms of error vectors generated using the proposed predictor.
In this section, we describie the prediction algorithm for only the desired
CSI for brevity, since interfering channel directions are predicted in a similar
manner. The receiver structure is outlined in Fig. 6.1. The basic idea is as
follows. At time instant n, the user terminal has knowledge of the full desired
CSI h̃k[n], along with the reconstructed channels, h
r
k[i] for i < n, which are
used to obtain hpk[n+D]. We propose a step-1 predictor to first obtain h
r
k[n]










Figure 6.2: Transmitter structure for proposed predictive algorithm.
hpk[n + D] from the proposed step-D predictor. A similar step-D predictor is
used to obtain hp,fullk [n + D] [11]. The receiver computes the error between
hp,fullk [n+D] and h
p
k[n+D] for each channel.
The transmitter structure is illustrated in Fig 6.2 for time instant n+D.
The goal of the transmitter is to predict the channel at time-instant n+D for
designing the beamforming vectors (using (6.7)). A step-1 predictor, similar
to the one in Fig. 6.1, is used to generate hrk[n]. A step-D predictor then uses
hrk[n] and h
r
k[n−D] as inputs to obtain h
p
k[n+D] [11].
It is seen from Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 that the step-1 and step-D predictors
form the basis of the proposed predictive algorithm. The step-1 predictor at
the receiver uses hrk[n − 2],hrk[n − 1], and h̃k[n] as inputs to generate hrk[n].
At the transmitter side, hrk[n] is obtained using h
r
k[n− 2],hrk[n− 1], and ê[n]
as inputs. The step-1 predictor at the base station uses a subset of operations
of that at the user terminal.
The receiver has knowledge of hrk[n − 2],hrk[n − 1] and h̃k[n], which is
used to steer the base station towards a reconstructed value of h̃k[n]. The
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tangent vector between hrk[n−2] and hrk[n−1], denoted by v(hrk[n−2],hrk[n−
1]), is obtained at the user terminal using [43] as





hrk[n− 1]/ρo − hrk[n− 2]
do/ρo
, (6.18)
where ρo = (h
r
k[n−2])∗hrk[n−1] and do =
√
1− |ρo|2. Now, v(hrk[n−2],hrk[n−
1]) is used to predict the tangent vector between hrk[n−1] and hrk[n]. Using the
state-space model in [71], the predicted (or mean) tangent vector, vp(hrk[n −
1],hrk[n]) is given by Proposition 6.5.1 [11].
Proposition 6.5.1. The predicted (or mean) tangent vector between hrk[n−1]
and hrk[n], v
p(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]), is computed at the receiver as











where ρ0 = (h
r
k[n− 2])∗hrk[n− 1] and d0 =
√
1− |ρ0|2.
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 6.8.3.
Now, the actual tangent vector between hrk[n−1] and h̃k[n] is generated
at the receiver, along the lines of (6.18) as [43]





h̃k[n]/ρ2 − hrk[n− 1]
d1/ρ1
,
where ρ1 = (h̃k[n− 1])∗hrk[n] and d1 =
√
1− |ρ1|2. Since the transmitter can
generate vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]) using hrk[n− 1] and hrk[n− 2], the receiver feeds
back the error vector between vact(hrk[n − 2], h̃k[n]) and vp(hrk[n − 1],hrk[n])
as
e[n− 1] = vact(hrk[n− 2], h̃k[n])− vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]).
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The unit-norm direction of error vector, ẽ[n − 1] = e[n − 1]/‖e[n − 1]‖ is
quantized to ê[n− 1] to transmit over the finite-bandwidth feedback channel.
Either separate or joint quantization approaches can be used at this point.
Codewords are selected using the minimum angular distance criterion for sep-
arate quantization, whereas (6.17) is used to choose an error vector codeword
using joint quantization. The reconstructed tangent vector is now generated
at both the transmitter and receiver as
vr(hrk[n− 1], h̃k[n]) = vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]) + αê[n− 1], (6.19)
where α = ‖e[n − 1]‖ is the norm of the error vector. The reconstructed
channel, hrk[n] is then obtained at the user terminal and the base station as
the geodesic path from hrk[n − 1], lying on the Grassmann manifold along
the direction of vr(hrk[n − 1],hrk[n])/‖vr(hrk[n − 1],hrk[n])‖ at a distance of
‖vr(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n])‖ [43, 71]
hrk[n] = h
r




sin(‖vr(hrk[n− 2], h̃k[n])‖). (6.20)
It is seen from (6.19) and (6.20) that α = ‖e[n−1]‖ plays an important
role in generating hrk[n] at the base station. Feeding back the norm of each
of the multiple error vectors, however, could impose a substantial feedback
overhead in the case of the multicell cooperative system. In this section, a
technique is proposed for base stations to compute α = ‖e[n − 1]‖, making
feedback of the error vector norm unnecessary. For slow fading channels, it
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can be assumed that ‖vr(hrk[n− 2], h̃k[n])‖ = ‖vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n])‖. The base
station can then evaluate α as
‖vr(hrk[n− 2], h̃k[n])‖2 = ‖vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]) + αê[n− 1]‖2
=‖vp(hrk[n− 2], h̃k[n])‖2 + ‖αê[n− 1]‖2 + 2αR{(vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]))∗ê[n− 1]
=‖vr(hrk[n− 2], h̃k[n])‖2 + α2 + 2αR {(vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]))∗ê[n− 1]}
(6.21)
where (6.21) is obtained using ‖vr(hrk[n− 2], h̃k[n])‖ = ‖vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n])‖
and ‖ê[n− 1]‖2 = 1. Solving for α from (6.21) yields
α = −2R {(vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]))∗ê[n− 1]} ,
by ignoring the trivial solution α = 0. Thus, the base station can compute the
norm of the error vector by itself, reducing feedback requirements for multicell
cooperation.
The step-D predictor used at both the transmit and receive sides in-
volves essentially the same operations. Note that while the predictor is de-
scribed here for generating hpk[n+D] using h
r
k[n−D] and hrk[n], it is applica-





hrk[n−D] with h̃k[n−D], and hrk[n] with h̃k[n]. The tangent vector between









where ρ2 = (h
r
k[n −D])∗hrk[n] and d2 =
√
1− |ρ2|2. The predicted (or mean)
tangent vector from hrk[n] to h
r
k[n+D], v




























The proposed Grassmannian predictive framework is shown in Section 6.6
to yield higher sum-rates with smaller feedback requirements as compared
to existing multicell limited feedback approaches. The performance gains,
however, come at the cost of additional complexity, especially at the receiver
side. In the next section, we describe linear prediction, which is relatively
low-complexity but results in smaller sum-rates as compared to the proposed
approach.
6.5.2 Linear Prediction
Linear prediction, while being low-complexity compared to non-linear
techniques, is not very suitable for long-range prediction [15, 25, 35, 94]. In this
section, linear prediction uses an AR model of the order r to predict channels
[15, 22, 36, 37]. The predicted channel, hpk[n], using a linear MMSE predictor,
is given by [34]



















where {ai}ri=1 and {bi}ri=1 are linear coefficients, which can be obtained using
Yule Walker equations [22, 34] as
Rhka = rhk
Rgk,`b = rgk,`
such that for Rhk [i] = E{hk[n]∗hk[n+ i]}, and Rgk,` [i] = E{gk,`[n]∗gk,`[n+ i]},
[Rhk ](i,m) = Rhk [|i−m|] and rhk(i) = Rhk [i+Dk − 1]. Similarly, [Rgk,` ](i,m) =
Rgk,` [|i−m|] and rgk,`(i) = Rgk,` [i+Dk−1] [22]. In linear prediction, the error
vector is evaluated as
ehk [n] = hk[n]− h
p
k[n], and
egk,` [n] = gk,`[n]− g
p
k,`[n].
Since it is known that the reconstructed channel vector is unit-norm, it is
proposed in this section to quantize only the error direction and determine the
error norm adaptively. The desired reconstructed vector is given as
hrk[n] = h
p
k[n] + βêhk [n],
where β = ‖ehk [n]‖ is the norm of the error vector. The base station can
evaluate α by solving for ‖hrk[n]‖2 = 1 as
‖hrk[n]‖2 =‖h
p
k[n] + αêhk [n]‖
2
=(hpk[n] + αêhk [n])(h
p
k[n] + αêhk [n])
∗
=‖hpk[n]‖
2 + 2αR{hpk[n]êhk [n]}+ α
2‖êhk [n]‖2
=1 + 2αR{hpk[n]êhk [n]}+ α
2 (6.22)
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where (6.22) is obtained using ‖hpk[n]‖2 = ‖êhk [n]‖2 = 1. Solving for α by
setting (6.22) equal to one yields the reconstruction operation as
hrk[n] = R(h
p





∗êhk [n]}êhk [n], and
grk,`[n] = R(g
p






It is seen from (6.21) and (6.22) that in both the proposed subspace-
tracking approach and linear prediction, base stations can predict the error
norm. This implies that available feedback resources can be used for quantizing
the error directions, and do not have to be expended on the error norms. In
contrast, [43, 44] proposes that both the magnitude and direction be quantized,
incurring significant overhead for the feedback of norm.
6.6 Simulation Results
Simulation results demonstrating the performance of predictive joint
quantization are presented for a multicell scenario with delayed limited CSI
feedback. It is also shown that the proposed approach significantly outper-
forms separate CSI quantization, which does not exploit the temporal corre-
lation in the wireless channels.
Temporally correlated channels are generated using a modified sum of
sinusoids approach [103], based on Jakes’s classic model [47]. It was shown in
[103] that the autocorrelation obtained using this modification to Jakes’s model
match the simulated and statistical values more closely. Clarke’s isotropic




Figure 6.3: The simulation setup in Section 6.6.
where J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function and fd is the maximum Doppler
frequency [19].
The simulation setup in Section 4.5 is also adopted in this chapter, and
illustrated in Fig. 6.3. A seven-cell system is assumed with a single active
user per cell. Each base station has Nt = 8 antennas while each user has a
single antenna. The mobile terminal is assumed to be located close to the
cell edge and travelling with a velocity v. The cell at the center of the grid
is considered, whose user receives the desired signal from its own base station
and interference from the six neighboring cells as shown in Fig. 6.3. The
radius of each cell, R, is assumed to be 500 m (Chapter 4 considered a radius
of 400 m). The path loss between the base stations and the mobile user is
modeled using the COST 231 Walfish-Ikegami NLOS model [1], adopted for
urban microcells, and is given in (4.26). The transmit power is Es = 3 dBW
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for all the base stations and the noise power is given by −144 dBW. The delay
associated with the feedback of CSI to the desired base station is modeled by
one frame duration and that with the exchange of CSI over the backhaul link
connecting the desired and interfering base stations by two frame durations.
The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 4.1.
The proposed subspace-tracking approach requires the feedback of unit-
norm directions of error vectors using joint quantization. The GPC algorithm
in [43] involves the feedback of both the directions and norm of the tangent
vectors, and GPC with step-size optimization (in [44]) also requires the feed-
back of the optimized step-size. In this section, codebooks associated with the
feedback of unit-norm directions (of either tangent or error vectors) are gener-
ated using RVQ. The codebooks for quantizing the magnitude of the tangent
vectors are designed along what was done in [43, 44]. Uniform codebooks are
generated for the interval [0, 1] using 2 bits per channel norm, implying a total
of 14 additional bits for the case when all the interferers are mitigated. Note
that it is sufficient to consider a quantization interval of [0, 1] since the norm
of the tangent vector, tan−1(d/|ρ|) = tan−1(
√
1− |ρ|2/|ρ|) can be obtained
by feeding back |ρ| ∈ [0, 1]. Further, on the lines of [44], we assume that full
information of the prediction step-size is available at the base stations.
The data rates obtained for ICIN using the proposed prediction algo-
rithm, linear prediction, GPC with step-size optimization in [44], joint feed-
back in Chapter 5, the separate CSI quantization in Chapter 4 and equal-bit
allocation (EBA) are compared in Fig. 6.4, for v = 3 mph and RVQ. For
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Joint quant. Full CSI
Figure 6.4: Comparison of the data rates obtained using predictive quantiza-
tion and other multicell limited feedback approaches.
GPC, the prediction step-size is optimized using the approach described in
[44]. Note that the three prediction strategies use the selection criterion derived
in this chapter (refer to (6.17)). The number of times prediction is carried out,
i.e., the error is allowed to propagate, before reinitializing the CSI is fixed at
10. It is seen that CSI prediction yields significantly better performance as
compared to the joint and separate quantization approaches, over all values of
Btot. Further, even Btot = 10 is sufficient to yield data rates reasonably close to
the full CSI data rate, using the proposed subspace-tracking approach. Note
that GPC with full tangent vector magnitude performs reasonably close to
the algorithm presented in this chapter. When the error vector magnitude is
quantized using 2 bits per channel (thus, 14 additional bits) the performance
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of GPC drops and is about 27% away from that of the proposed technique.
Linear prediction yields data rates that are smaller than the other two
strategies due to the inherent drawback of not being a good alternative for
long-range prediction. It is seen that EBA yields the worst performance of
all the strategies compared in Fig. 6.4, as expected. This is followed by the
adaptive separate quantization technique in Chapter 4, which requires a higher
number of feedback bits to attain data rate comparable that of full CSI. The
significant gains in data rate from joint CSI prediction come at the price of
much higher complexity, particularly at the user terminal. This is in contrast
to adaptive separate quantization, which is relatively low-complexity. The
data rates in Fig. 6.4 increase with increased complexity.
Fig. 6.5 illustrates the gains that can be obtained from designing beam-
forming vectors to null out only the effective interferers, for the similar setup
in Fig. 6.4. The three prediction approaches use the selection criterion derived
in (6.17)). While the performance of all the three prediction techniques in-
creases considerably, it is seen that the proposed subspace-tracking algorithm
approaches the full CSI data rate for as low as Btot = 6 bits. Note that in
comparison, separate quantization approaches require a very large amount of
feedback to compensate for low complexity.
Finally, the performance of the proposed subspace-tracking prediction
is shown in Fig. 6.6 as a function of the number of predictions carried out before
reinitialization for v = 3 mph and a user at the cell-edge. From Fig. 6.6, it
is clear that the data rate falls as the number of predictions increase, due
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GPC with 2-bit feedback/channel 
norm and full step-size
Figure 6.5: Comparison of the data rates obtained using predictive quan-
tization and GPC, when beamforming is performed using only the effective
interferers.
to error propagation. As expected, the data rate at higher velocities is more
sensitive to the number of predictions. This is because the errors associated
with quickly varying channels are larger to begin with, and hence, add up
more quickly at every prediction. The data rate floor at v = 30 mph occurs
due to large quantization error at higher velocities.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, a joint predictive quantization technique was proposed
for limited CSI feedback in multicell cooperation. The feedback model was
presented, where users transmit only the error vectors between the actual
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Figure 6.6: Variation of the data rates obtained using the proposed predictive
CSI quantization as a function of the number of predictions.
and predicted channels over the uplink. Joint quantization was considered
for feeding back the error vectors together. A selection criterion was derived
to choose appropriate codewords by introducing an inherent bias, which is
a function of the signal strengths and delays of the channels. The idea is
that stronger channels are quantized with a higher resolution by ensuring a
closer alignment to the codeword as compared to the weaker channels. The
selection criterion derived is universal in that it can be used for most multicell
cooperative strategies, predictors and channel statistics. A predictor on the
Grassmann manifold was also presented. Simulation results showed that joint




6.8.1 Proof of Proposition 6.4.1









Dropping the time index n + Dk for convenience, Rk,(d)[n] can rewritten in

















By defining the angle ∠(x,y) ∈ [0, π
2
] between two vectors x and y as ∠(x,y) =
cos−1 |x∗y|, the triangle inequality for angles [90] yields
∠(h̃p,fullk , f
p









If the number of quantization bits is sufficiently large, ∠(h̃p,fullk , h̃
p
k) ≈ 0.
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since sin(∠(h̃p,fullk , h̃
p
k)) will be negligible for a good quantization scheme.























6.8.2 Proof of Proposition 6.4.2
From (6.14), Rk,(i)[n] is given as
Rk,(i)[n] = log2







Dropping the time index n+Dk for convenience, Rk,(i)[n] can be rewritten as
Rk,(i)[n] = log2







Using the triangle inequality again [90],
∠(g̃p,fullk,` , f
p















where (6.29) follows from the fact that in ICIN, the beamforming vector, fp` is















Dropping the time index n+Dk we upper bound Rk,(i) as
Rk,(i) = log2
























where (6.33) follows from (6.30).
6.8.3 Proof of Proposition 6.5.1
Using the state-space model in [71], the tangent vector between hrk[n−1]
and hrk[n] is defined as







+ (INt − hrk[n](hrk[n])∗)wk[n],
where wk[n] corresponds to Gaussian noise with zero-mean and unit-variance.
Since the MMSE predictor for v(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]), vp(hrk[n− 1],hrk[n]) will be
equal to its mean,





















. Substituting in (6.34), vp(hrk[n−
1],hrk[n]) is obtained as











using the trigonometric relations that for do, ρo ≤ 1, sin(tan−1(do/ρo)) = sin(do)





In this dissertation, we proposed limited feedback strategies for multi-
cell MISO systems using partial cooperation, known as coordinated beamform-
ing in the 3GPP LTE Advanced literature. We first discussed the challenges
associated with limited feedback in multicell cooperative systems, where the
CSI of multiple channels is required to be fed back over the a finite-bandwidth
link. We then presented three different approaches for feeding back the CSI
of multiple channels over the feedback link.
The first approach proposed for multicell cooperative limited feedback
is referred to as separate quantization as it involves the quantization and feed-
back of the different channels using individual codebooks. We motivated the
problem of partitioning the available feedback bits among different channels
using a single-interferer system based on the Wyner model. We derived closed-
form expressions to allocate bits adaptively among the desired and interfering
channels, based on their respective signal strengths, for generalized eigenvector
beamforming. While the single-interferer and zero-delay system was helpful
to understand limited feedback in cooperative networks, it does not offer a
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realistic depiction of cellular systems.
We considered a more practical scenario where each user faced interfer-
ence from multiple interferers and communication links were associated with
finite non-zero delays. For inter-cell interference nulling, we defined a set of ef-
fective interferers, which is a function of the number of feedback bits available,
relative signal strengths and temporal correlations of each channel. We derived
closed-form expressions to partition feedback resources only among the desired
channel and effective interferers in a waterfilling fashion. Stronger channels
with smaller delays are assigned more bits than weaker channels with larger
delays. The idea is to make the most efficient use of the available feedback bits
by using them to finely quantize those channels that will affect data rate the
most. Using simulations, we showed that the proposed separate quantization
algorithms yield higher data rates than equal bit allocation techniques.
The second approach proposed for multicell cooperative limited feed-
back is joint quantization, where the CSI of multiple channels is quantized as
a net channel vector, using a single codebook. We derived a selection crite-
rion to select codewords that are more closely aligned to stronger channels
as compared to the weaker ones. Hence, channels that can impact the data
rates significantly are quantized with a finer resolution than those that do not.
We used simulations to show that the data rates obtained using the proposed
selection criterion with joint quantization are higher than those from sepa-
rate quantization. We also discussed the disadvantages associated with jointly
quantizing CSI, which include the need for specially designed codebooks and
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the storage of a large number of codebooks at the user terminal.
The final approach presented in this dissertation is predictive joint
quantization, where temporal correlation is exploited to reduce the large feed-
back requirements associated with feeding back multiple channels. We pro-
posed transmitter and receiver structures for predictive limited feedback in
systems with multiple interferers and non-zero delays. Since the error vec-
tors from predictive quantization are fed back jointly as a net error vector, we
derived a selection criterion to increase the data rates that can be attained.
Further, we developed a technique based on subspace tracking of CSI on the
Grassmann manifold. Simulations are used to show that the proposed strategy
can yield significant improvements in the data rate, at the cost of considerable
complexity at the receiver side.
7.2 Future Work
Since multicell limited feedback is a relatively new area, this disserta-
tion establishes the ground for several directions of future work, some of which
are listed below.
• Codebook Design - Joint and predictive quantization can potentially
yield high data rates with small feedback requirements in multicell co-
operative systems, if multiple CSI codebooks can be suitably designed.
These codebooks should consider the relative strengths of the different
channels being fed back, spatial and temporal correlation among the
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different channels. This, however, implies that a large number of code-
books should be stored at the receiver terminal corresponding to differ-
ent combinations of channel strengths and correlations, which leads to
implementation issues. Future work could include developing universal
codebooks that will yield performance gains for all the ranges of signal
strengths.
• Limited Feedback for MIMO Cooperation - This dissertation fo-
cused on MISO systems and dealt with the feedback of channel vectors.
Extending this to multiple antennas will be relevant for the upcoming
wireless communication systems. Since precoding matrices will be de-
signed at the base station in cooperative systems, users will not be able
to feedback beamforming vectors (or precoding matrices) and will have
to rely on CSI (matrix) quantization. Further, high quality CSI will be
required at the base stations to avoid interference between the differ-
ent transmission streams, which could render the entire system to be
highly sensitive to delay. This could lead to large feedback requirements
for cooperative MIMO systems, which will increase with the number
of antennas employed at the base stations and receivers. Future work
can include investigating efficient MIMO limited feedback techniques for
multicell cooperation.
• Simultaneous Transmission to Multiple Users - The assumption
of a single user per cell can be relaxed to allow multiple users in each
148
cell. While it will provide a more practical scenario, developing limited
feedback strategies for this scenario will involve the feeding back a larger
number of channels, since each user will have to feedback CSI of not only
the desired channel and the interference it receives from other base sta-
tions, but also the CSI of the interference it sees from the transmissions
to other users within its own cell.
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